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Abstract 
Bioelectronic devices interact with cells and tissues, sense electrical activity and modulate cellular 

behavior through electrical fields. Typically, in vitro devices are based on flat, rigid metal electrodes that 

are designed for 2D cell models. 3D electrodes, providing physical and biological stimuli, enhance cell-

chip coupling creating a more bio-mimetic environment. Topography and aspect ratio of nano and micro 

structured surfaces can modulate the interaction with cell membrane affecting also intracellular 

signaling. Substrate mimicking mechanical properties of the native extracellular matrix (ECM) enhances 

cell interaction. Here, natural and synthetic materials such as gelatin and polyethylene glycol diacrylate 

(PEGDA) can be used to obtain 3D patterned structures at microscale and resemble the typical 

architectures of the ECM with also major challenges is additionally providing dynamic electrical and 

morphological stimuli. The integration of such materials into more complex circuitry requires patterning 

resolution, flexibility, and control over the geometry to be achieved. To this aim, this thesis presents an 

innovative approach for the fabrication of conductive 3D structures for cell sensing and stimulation. A 

conductive hydrogel comprising modified gelatin and the PEDOT:PSS conductive polymer has been 

engineered. Gelatin, modified with methacrylate groups, serves as photocurable material with bioactive 

features, while PEDOT:PSS acts as the electro conductive element. The obtained blend has been 3D 

photo-patterned exploiting multiple techniques from drop casting and subsequent UV-

photopolymerization to two-photon-polymerization (2PP) lithography. The degree of methacrylation 

(DOM) was assessed by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR). The resulting 3D structures has 

been characterized by optical microscopy and electrochemical measurements. Finally, biocompatibility 

assays were carried out with neuronal cells. In this work, GelMA with different DOMs, and 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS blends with PEDOT:PSS concentration up to 5%wt were obtained. The presence 

of PEDOT:PSS reduces the impedance of blends. The obtained blends can be exploited to develop photo 

cured hydrogels at macro- , meso-  and micro-scale. HT-22 cells cultured on GelMA and 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels showed high viability. The proposed approach offers a promising 

pathway for creating fully organic and bioactive 3D electrodes with controlled morphology for sensing 

and stimulating cells and tissues. Such electrodes could find applications in biomedical devices such as 

implants, probes, and epidermal devices where flexible, soft, and conductive materials are essential 

requirements.  
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1 Introduction 
The use of cell-based in vitro models has seen a significant increase across various applications, 

including tissue engineering, drug discovery, toxicology, and bioelectronics [1]. This surge is partly due 

to the evolving field of bioelectronics, which integrates principles from electrical engineering, biology, 

medicine, chemistry, and materials science. The goal is to create a synergy between electronic devices 

and living systems, facilitating the sensing and stimulation of cells, tissues, and organs. [2]. The journey 

of bioelectronics commenced in the 1960s with the advent of implantable electronic devices designed 

to interact with and stimulate organs, marking the beginning of new trends in the field [3]. In recent 

years, bioelectronics has emerged as a highly promising research area, particularly noted for its 

contributions to regenerative medicine. By harnessing electricity, this field aims at restoring lost or 

damaged physiological functions, ultimately enhancing the quality of life for individuals [4]. A 

significant portion of research in bioelectronics has focused on developing in vitro platforms that allow 

for the direct cultivation of cells on electronic devices. Among these, multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) 

have gained prominence. These devices, comprising tens to thousands of micro- or nano-scale metal 

electrodes, are adept at recording and stimulating the extracellular electrical activity of single cells, cell 

networks, and entire tissues at multiple sites.  Bioelectronics has shown great promise for its dual ability 

to continuously monitor biological systems without labels and to precisely control biological activity, 

expanding its applications to in vitro environments.[5]. This expansion is supported by the rise of 

microfluidics and significant improvements in the reliability and complexity of in vitro models, which 

hold the potential to greatly reduce or even replace animal studies in drug discovery and toxicology 

testing [5]. Concurrently, the fields of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (TERM) have 

acknowledged the beneficial effects of bioelectricity on excitable tissues, such as enhancing cell 

proliferation, differentiation, and migration, as well as improving tissue functions.[6]. In this context, 

biomaterials are indispensable, providing essential mechanical, structural and functional support for 

cells  [7], [8], [9]. The use of traditional electronic materials like gold, platinum, and silicon, leveraged 

from the integrated circuit industry, has proven effective for in vitro bio interfacing across various 

scenarios [5]. However conventional electronic materials sometimes fail to establish intimate 

cell−electrode coupling that is necessary to accurately record a signal, limiting the type and depth of 

biological information that could be acquired in 3D biological systems [10], [11], [12]. In contrast, 

organic conductive materials, that can be easily functionalized to impart different properties, have been 

shown to more seamlessly integrate with biological systems of advanced complexity, providing a better 

cell−electrode coupling and thus more effective signal transduction of biological events. [10], [13], [14] 

Significant research and development have been dedicated to creating biomaterials that mimic various 

microenvironmental signals (e.g., biochemical, mechanical, electrical, and structural cues). Among 

these, electrical cues, including electrical signals and conductive networks within tissues, are 

particularly critical for stem cell differentiation and the development of organs [15]. This is especially 
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true for tissues that are electrically excitable, such as those involved in neural activities within the 

nervous system, the contraction of the heart muscle and skeletal muscles, and the generation of 

piezoelectric effects in bones [16], [17], [18], [19](Figure 1.1).  

To bio mimic the conductive networks in these excitable tissues, nonconductive components, mainly 

including some natural and synthetic polymers lacking electron transport ability, are often combined 

with conductive components (e.g., conductive polymers, carbon-based nanomaterials, metals) to 

facilitate the fabrication of conductive biomaterials [6]. The enhanced conductivity of these biomaterials 

has been proven to: 1) improve transmission of the electrical activities generated from spontaneously 

excitable cells (e.g., neural and cardiac cells), and thus promoting their electrical communication, growth 

and functional maturation in vitro [20], [21]; 2) enhance the effect of stimulation on the growth and 

functionalities of cells by transmission of biomimicking electrical stimulation to regenerated tissues 

efficiently in vitro and in vivo [22], [23]; 3) electrically bridge implanted cells with host tissues, or cells 

inside and outside dysfunctional areas, to provide a seamless integration in vivo [24], [25]; 4) transmit 

electrical stimulation to realize some advanced electrical functionalities, such as electrically-controlled 

releasing bioactive agents (e.g., growth factors, drugs, DNA vectors), and electrically manipulating and 

sensing cell behaviours [26], [27].  Cell culture models interfacing with bioelectronics include tissue-

engineered structures such as hydrogels, porous scaffolds, and fiber meshes, as well as more complex 

3D cell models such as spheroids and organoids. Three-dimensional bioelectronic models, in addition 

to providing a 3D structure for cell support, are also used to electrically monitor cell growth and tissue 

formation [5]. 

Various strategies for the design and fabrication of conductive biomaterials have been explored to match 

different tissue requirements: the structure (e.g., hydrogels, porous materials, fibrous materials, and 

films) and spatial distribution of each component (e.g., homogeneous or layered distribution) [6] (Figure 

1.1). 

Figure 1.1 Schematics of design and fabrication strategies of conductive biomaterials. Adapted from [3]. 
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1.1 Neural tissue applications 

1.1.1 Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 
The role of bioelectricity in living systems has been highlighted by numerous researchers throughout 

time [5]. The first to bring this aspect to the attention of the wider community was Luigi Galvani [28]. 

In this section, the strategies of employing conductive biomaterials for the regeneration and 

manipulation of neural tissues are briefly presented.  

Bioelectricity can be produced at different levels in the human body [16], [29]. On a molecular and 

cellular level, a polarization potential across the cell membrane is created by the action of 

sodium/potassium ion pumps found in all living cells[30]. These aggregates are capable of coordinating 

the movement of ions over large areas to collectively generate higher electrical potentials in structures 

such as epitheliums, vascular walls, and bones [31], [32], [33], or to conduct action potentials in a 

directional and stable manner, as seen in the nervous system, heart muscle, and skeletal muscles [34], 

[35], [36]. The movement of ions and the resulting bioelectricity play a crucial role in regulating various 

biological processes, including cell migration, proliferation, and differentiation, as well as the 

functionality of tissues and organs, muscle activity, and consciousness [6].   

However, damaged nerves, particularly those in the central nervous system, struggle to repair themselves 

because of the limited ability of nerve cells to regenerate. This results in interrupted nerves, disrupted 

electrical signal transmission, and consequently, impairments within the nervous system. Various 

conductive biomaterials functionalized by poly-pyrrole (PPy) [37], [38], poly (3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene)  (PEDOT) [39], [40], [41], [42], poly/oligo-aniline (PANi/OANi) [43], [44], 

carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [45], [46], graphene nanomaterials (GNMs) [47], [48] and gold [49], [50] 

have been developed to investigate their effects on the regeneration of nerve tissues in vitro and the 

repair of nerves in vivo. Nerve cells within nervous system possess directional axons, especially for 

those in spinal cord and peripheral nerves, Therefore, the use of conductive biomaterials that provide 

aligned structural guidance can enhance the directional growth of neurites from nerve cells, both in in 

vitro  and within living organisms [51], [52]. 

The use of electrical stimulation via conductive biomaterials can serve to regulate the functions of 

regenerated tissues over long periods or to momentarily induce activities in excitable cells (such as the 

synchronized beating of heart cells or the electrical and secretory activities of nerve cells) as a means to 

assess their functions [6]. Conductive biomaterials can amplify the beneficial impact of electrical 

stimulation, enhancing the migration, differentiation, and neurite outgrowth of nerve cells in vitro as 

well as nerve repair in vivo. Thus, many conductive biomaterials have been fabricated into nerve 

guidance conduits by using rod templates [24], [53], rolling 2D biomaterials [54], [55], 3D printing [56], 

or cutting into tubes [57]. Nerve cells can also migrate into porous and 3D-printed biomaterials [58], 
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[59], or be laden within hydrogels [60], [61], for 3D culture. Some conductive biomaterials have been 

implanted in vivo for neural prosthetics with focus on restoring peripheral nerves [24], [62]. 

Some other methods can achieve rapid and precise manipulations over some cell behaviours, such as 

on-demand controlling the cell adhesion, detachment, proliferation and differentiation  [25], [63], [64]. 

Research investigating the neurite outgrowth of PC-12 cells under constant applied voltage or current 

has consistently demonstrated that electrical stimulation leads to longer neurites from PC-12 cells for 

PEDOT-based,[65] PPy based,[66], [67] and PANI-based [68] substrates. Some of these studies have 

also examined the resulting PC-12 cultures for neuronal markers, finding that these markers are 

upregulated under constant voltage electrical stimulation[69]. These data indicate that electrical 

stimulation can induce differentiation of PC-12 cells into neuronal cells [5]. Recent reviews have 

highlighted the potential of the combined use of electrical stimulation protocols and conducting 

materials and stem cells relevant for tissue engineering applications in both in vitro and in vivo 

studies.[70], [71] Conductive biomaterials modified with biotin/streptavidin/anti- epithelial cell 

adhesion molecule (EpCAM) can selectively capture cancer cells [72], [73] , and release them under 

electrical charging.  

Electrogenic cells, known for generating electrical signals, also typically respond to electrical 

stimulation. Organic devices can be engineered to trigger action potentials in neuronal cells, a capability 

that is especially intriguing for its potential applications in neural stimulation within living organisms 

[74].  Stimulation through electrodes still results in neurite outgrowth,[75] even when applied in 3D.[76] 

Moreover, electrical stimulation can also lead to alterations in ionic concentrations within neuronal cells 

[77], [78]. MEAs can also be constructed to both stimulate and then record the result of the electrical 

stimulus,[78], [79], [80] as reported in the work from Aqrawe et al.[81]. Many research efforts have 

explored the use of electrical stimulation on cardiac cells, often employing electroactive substrates. 

Several of these studies have administered monophasic pulsed stimuli to cultures of cardiac cells [82], 

[83], [84].  Application of this type of electrical stimulus to cardiomyocytes appears to affect the 

frequency of firing behaviour [5]. 
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1.1.2 Neuroelectronics 
Besides this basic and biomimetic use of conductive biomaterials as materials to support growth and 

stimulation of living tissue, some other electrical functionalities, such as cell sensing electrically-

controlled molecule releasing, have also been developed basing on conductive biomaterials, making 

them closer to bioelectronics[6]. Interfacing of biological systems with electronics can be a powerful 

means of controlling biological systems when used carefully. In terms of models, the degree of 

complexity of an in vitro model can vary from isolated parts of the cell (i.e., cell membranes) to cell 

monolayer models to complex 3D (or organotypic) cell cultures [5] (Figure 1.2). In neuroelectronics, 

the biotic−abiotic interface is undeniably the most important factor for communication between 

biological systems and electronic components. Biocompatibility of the abiotic material is crucial for 

maintaining living cells, the formation of a lasting interface, and the accurate expression of biological 

mimicry [5].  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic overview of in vitro organic bioelectronics showing the biointerface with state-of-the-art electronic 

devices and platforms used for monitoring and controlling function and activity of biological systems of increasing 

complexity. 
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A wide range of neuroelectronic devices are used to monitor or stimulate cellular activity [5]. For such 

purpose different devices can be implemented: simple electrodes can be microfabricated in dense arrays 

(i.e., microelectrode arrays, MEAs), typically used for in vitro recordings and stimulation of electrogenic 

cells.[85], [86]; cells can be cultured directly on organic thin film transistor, and ionic biological signals 

are recorded as electronic signal changes due to the modulation of the current flowing in the transistor 

channel [87]. For non-electroactive cells, electrical measurements can yield insights into cell viability, 

coverage, growth, and differentiation, in addition to the integrity of the cell layer for cells forming barrier 

tissues that are not electrically active [1]. For instance, the impedance of cell-cultured conductive 

biomaterials can be correlated with the changed cell density, and thus can be utilized to monitor the cell 

adhesion and proliferation [12], [88], [89] Santoro et al. generated a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 

polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) -based substrate that showed changes in impedance associated with 

cardiomyocytes cultured on different topographies.[90]; the alteration on I/V curves can be used to 

monitor the differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs)  [91]. For cells with secreting capability, their 

secretion activity can be electrochemically sensed by conductive biomaterials. For instance, the 

secretion of nitric oxide (NO) [89], [92] and  hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [93], [94], [95] from normal or 

cancer cells, transmitters (e.g., dopamine [96], [97], noradrenaline [98]) from neural cells , or 

catecholamines from chromaffin cells [99], can be electrochemically converted into current signals and 

monitored by conductive scaffolds. There is a significant demand for sensors capable of precisely 

identifying biomarkers indicative of a cell's physiological or pathophysiological condition. Such 

technology is sought after not only to enhance existing in vitro assays but also for early-stage 

diagnostics, drug screening, and environmental monitoring [100], [101]. For instance, changes in cell 

activity can lead to variations in the expression of cell surface biomarkers. Therefore, monitoring cellular 

metabolites under various stimuli or environmental conditions can provide valuable information about 

the cells' status.[5].  

The change of the electrical field within a biomaterial can be used to induce a controlled release of 

molecules in the environment. Drug delivery systems (DDs) are capable of controlled-releasing drug for 

treating tissues. Traditional DD methods can regulate drug release through predetermined degradation 

of vesicles, yet they are susceptible to various environmental factors [6]. In contrast, electrically 

controlled drug delivery systems (DDSs) present a promising approach for on-demand drug release. 

This is achieved by applying mild electrical stimulation to drug carriers that respond to electrical or 

electrothermal stimuli, thereby controlling the drug release [6]. Drugs with molecular sizes smaller than 

the pores of the biomaterials can slowly diffuse out. The application of an electrical field often 

accelerates the release rate through the electrophoresis of charged drugs [6]. Conductive polymers 

exhibiting unique electrical responses have found wide applications in developing electrically-

controlled DDSs [102], [103]. PPy is particularly promising for its capability in encapsulating 

negatively-charged drugs (e.g., dexamethasone (Dex) [104], grow factors [105], clioquinol [106]) during 
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the electro polymerization of PPy/drug composites, and releasing them when PPy is reduced under 

electrical stimulation. 3,4-ehtylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) coated biomaterials can electrically control 

release both positively and negatively charged drugs [107], [108], [109], which is mainly attributed to 

the electrical actuation of PEDOT coatings and formation of gaps. Integrating conductive biomaterials 

that display an electrothermal effect with thermally-responsive drug carriers is a viable strategy, as 

demonstrated in a study where the temperature increase in conductive threads caused a thermally-

responsive hydrogel coating to contract. This contraction released cefazolin and vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF) embedded within it, targeting wound healing applications [110].  Among 

bioelectronic devices ion pumps can operate as a drugs delivery devices transferring ions from one side 

of a membrane to the other, in analogy to ion pumps found in cell membranes [5]. 
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1.2 Conductive biomaterials 
Biomaterials are substances that have been engineered to interact with biological systems for 

therapeutic, diagnostic, or research purposes. These materials possess physical, chemical, and biological 

properties tailored to interface with living tissues or organisms, facilitating desired biological responses 

while minimizing adverse reactions [111]. Biomaterials encompass a wide range of materials, including 

synthetic polymers, metals, ceramics, and naturally derived substances, designed to support functions 

such as tissue regeneration, drug delivery, medical device fabrication, and biological sensing [112]. 

Their development involves interdisciplinary approaches integrating principles from materials science, 

biology, engineering, and medicine to address specific clinical needs and challenges [112] [111]. 

Biomaterials are crafted with the intention of mimicking the structure of the natural extracellular matrix 

(ECM). This similarity enables cells to undergo directional differentiation, adopt specific morphologies, 

converge into tissues, and sustain their physiological functionalities over the long term [6]. Electrically 

conductive biomaterials are employed for the regeneration or connection restoration of excitable tissues 

where the electrical microenvironment (e.g., bioelectricity and conductive paths) plays great roles in 

their functionalities [6] 

Conductive biomaterials are essentially composed of a conductive component, providing electrical 

functionalities, and a non-conductive polymeric component, in most cases, yielding the mechanical 

supports [6]. Typically, the main component of conductive biomaterials is a non-conductive polymeric 

substrate that determines the mechanical properties, biocompatibility, biodegradability, and 

environmental resemblance of the overall composite. Different non-conductive components have been 

explored for fabricating conductive biomaterials, including natural (e.g., collagen, gelatin, chitosan, silk 

fibroin, alginate, cellulose) and synthetic (e.g., polycaprolactone (PCL), poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA), 

poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), polyurethanes (PU), polyethylene glycole (PEG)) polymers that 

exhibit some advantages for biomedical applications, such as excellent biocompatibility, easy 

processability, and controllable biodegradability and mechanical properties. The mechanical properties 

of conductive biomaterials can be engineered to mimic the mechanical microenvironment of native 

tissues considering their significant effect on cell differentiation and functionalities [6].  The addition of 

conductive components can not only impart the conductivity to biomaterials, but can also influence 

chemical and biological properties, that account for the biocompatibility, biodegradability and bio 

affinity of biomaterials, mechanical properties. In addition, the concentration and spatial distribution 

(e.g., blending within or coating on substrates) of conductive components, which are dependent on 

processing methods, also influence biomaterial properties [1]. 

The selection of the appropriate components for engineering a conductive biomaterial should follow 

general requirements [6]: 1) both the conductive and non-conductive components should be 

biocompatible; 2) the conductive components with higher efficiency in conferring conductivity are ideal 
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in lowering their concentration; 3) the conductive components should be easily incorporated with 

nonconductive polymers, or processed into free-standing biomaterials, through non-toxic and mild 

methods; 4) the conductive components should not affect the biological and mechanical properties of 

polymeric substrates; 5) the non-conductive polymers should be biodegradable and soft, except for those 

employed in bone applications; 6) non-conductive polymers should hold excellent bio affinity for 

promoting cell adhesion and proliferation; 7) non-conductive polymers should be capable of being 

processed into biomaterials with desirable microstructures and formats for certain tissue applications. 

The most common conducive materials employed for conductive biomaterials are: Polypyrrole (PPy), 

poly/oligo-aniline (PANi and OANi), PEDOT, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene nanomaterials 

(GNMs), carbon fibers (CFs) gold and silver. on the other hand, collagen, gelatin, gelatin-methacryloyl 

(GelMA), chitosan, silk fibroin (SF), alginate, cellulose, polycaprolactone (PCL), poly (L-lactic acid) 

(PLLA), poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), polyurethane (PU) and polyethylene glycole (PEG) are 

frequently employed as the non-conductive components [6].  

In recent years a very well-stocked and diverse database of 631 high-quality papers on conductive 

biomaterials for TERM application was collected [6].  A perspective of the work is enclosed in Figure 

1.3 and Table 1. 

The employing of different conductive components and nonconductive polymers for neural tissue 

applications is shown in Figure 1.3 

Table 1 Overall classification of conductive biomaterials from the aspect of their conductive 

components. Adapted from [3].also presents all the conductive components used for the fabrication of 

conductive biomaterials with respect to the fabrication methods, frequently incorporating non-

conductive polymers, biomaterial formats, and TERM applications. 
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Figure 1.3 Detailed Sankey diagrams classifying and connecting the different conductive components and nonconductive 

polymers. The reference numbers of each component show the frequency of various conductive and nonconductive 

components within the range of specific Neural tissues TERM application fields. Sankey flows between conductive and 

nonconductive components show the frequency of incorporating different conductive components and nonconductive polymers 

for regenerating certain tissue. Adapted from [3]. 
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Table 1 Overall classification of conductive biomaterials from the aspect of their conductive components. Adapted from [3]. 

Conductive 

components 
Fabrication methods Polymeric components Biomaterial Arrangement Applications 

PANi Chemical polymerization of aniline: depositing on substrates 

during polymerization; in-situ polymerization of aniline 

within biomaterials ; grafting on other polymers during 

polymerization. 
Electropolymerization of aniline: depositing on substrates 

during polymerization. 
PANi dispersions: blending within substrates; depositing on 

substrates  

PCL , gelatin , chitosan , 

PLLA, PLCL , silk fibroin , 

PAN , PU, cellulose , PLGA , 

heparin, PGS , collagen, 

PAAm 

Films, electrospun fibrous materials, other fibrous 

materials , porous materials, hydrogels  
Neural, cardiac , bone, 

muscular , skin/wound  

OANi Dimer: grafting on other ,Trimer: block copolymers ; grafting 

on other polymers 
Tetramer: grafting on other polymers,  
Pentamer: block copolymers ; grafting on other polymers 

Hexamer: grafting on other polymers 

PLLA, chitosan , gelatin , 

PU, PEG, PGS, agarose, 

hyaluronic acid, alginate, 

PNIPAAm , PVA , PLGA  

Films, electrospun fibrous materials , other fibrous 

materials , porous materials,  hydrogels, 

uncombined nano/micro materials 

Neural, cardiac, bone, 

muscle, skin/wound  

PPy Chemical polymerization of pyrrole: depositing on substrates 

during polymerization ; in-situ polymerization of pyrrole 

within biomaterials ; grafting on other polymers during 

polymerization; crosslinking pyrrole-functionalized polymers 

Electropolymerization of pyrrole: depositing on substrates 

during polymerization  
Vapor-phase polymerization of pyrrole: depositing on 

substrates during polymerization 
PPy dispersions: blending within substrates; depositing on 

substrates  
Block copolymers 
Blending oligopyrrole within substrates 

PCL ,PLLA, chitosan PLGA, 

gelatin, silk fibroin, collagen, 

alginate, cellulose, PLCL, 

heparin, hyaluronic acid, 

PAN, PVA, PCLF, OPF, 

PAAm, PU, PEG 

Films electrospun fibrous materials, other fibrous 

materials, porous materials, hydrogels. 
Neural , cardiac , bone 

,muscle, skin/wound 
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Conductive 

components 
Fabrication methods Polymeric components Biomaterial Arrangement Applications 

PEDOT Electropolymerization of EDOT: depositing on substrates 

during polymerization; around living cells 
Chemical polymerization of EDOT: depositing on substrates 

during polymerization; in-situ polymerization of EDOT within 

biomaterials 
PEDOT dispersions: blending within substrates ; depositing 

on substrates; crosslinked PEDOT materials 
Vapor-phase polymerization of EDOT: depositing on 

substrates during polymerization  
Block copolymers  
Block copolymers or crosslinked materials from oligoEDOT  

Chitosan, gelatin, PDMS, 

PEG, PCL, cellulose, 

alginate, silk fibroin, 

hyaluronic acid, heparin, 

agarose, PLLA, collagen, PU, 

PAAm 

Films, fibrous materials, porous materials, 

hydrogels, 3D-printed materials 
Neural, cardiac, bone, 

muscle, skin/wound 

CNT MWCNT: blending within substrates ; depositing on 

substrates by absorbing,  LBL-coating , or printing ; serving as 

nanofibrous substrates; functionalizing with crosslinkable 

groups  
SWCNT: blending within substrates; depositing on substrates 

by LBL-coating, spraying, filtrating, or printing; serving as 

nanofibrous substrates 
Pristine CNTs synthesized by CVD: vertically aligned forests; 

drawing pristine CNTs into yarns and membranes; wrapping 

pristine CNTs on substrates 

PLLA  chitosan  collagen  PU  

PCL  GelMA    gelatin  

cellulose  silk fibroin  PEG  

PLGA  OPF  alginate  PEI  

PNIPAAm  laminin  

hyaluronic acid  matrigel  

chitin  PDMS  PAN  PVA  

PLCL  agarose  PGS  PCLF 

Films, electrospun fibrous materials other fibrous 

materials  porous materials  hydrogels  3D-printed 

materials 

Neural, cardiac, bone,  

muscle, skin/wound 

Graphene CVD-synthesized graphene: growing on copper foils and then 

transferring ; growing on nickel foams or other templates  and 

then leaching the templates Mechanically exfoliated or 

commercially available graphene nanoplatelets: blending 

within substrates; depositing on substrates 

PCL  PLGA  PEG  collagen  

alginate  PCLF  PVA  

chitosan  silk fibroin  PLLA  

PU  PDMS  cellulose 

Films, electrospun fibrous materials,  other fibrous 

materials,  porous materials,  hydrogels, 3D-

printed materials 

Neural cardiac  bone  muscle  

skin/wound 

GO Chemically exfoliated or commercially available GO: 

depositing on substrates by drop-casting    spin-coating  

spraying  adsorbing        or electrodepositing ; blending within 

; crosslinked GO materials ; blending with cells; GO foams: 

coating by other components 

chitosan    PCL  cellulose  

PEG  OPF  PVA  PDMS  

gelatin  GelMA  collagen  

silk fibroin  PNIPAAm  

PAAm  MeTro  PAN  PLLA  

PVDF  PLGA  PU  alginate  

PAA 

Films,,electrospun fibrous materials, other fibrous 

materials, porous materials, hydrogels, 

uncombined nano/micro materials, 3D-printed 

materials 

Neural cardiac  bone  muscle  

skin/wound 
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Conductive 

components 
Fabrication methods Polymeric components Biomaterial Arrangement Applications 

rGO Chemical reduction of GO-based biomaterials into rGO-based 

biomaterials: depositing GO on substrates by filtrating     

drop-casting  absorbing     or LBL-coating ; blending GO 

within substrates ; substrate-free rGO materials; Chemically 

reduced or commercially available rGO dispersions: 

depositing on substrates by drop-casting  absorbing    

electrodepositing  filtrating  printing  or LBL-coating ; 

blending within substrates; blending with cells 

Silk fibroin  Chitosan  PCL  

GelMA  PAAm  gelatin  

collagen  PLCL  PDMS  PAN  

PLLA  polyimide  hyaluronic 

acid  cellulose 

Films    electrospun fibrous materials     other 

fibrous materials  porous materials  hydrogels      

uncombined nano/micro materials  D-printed 

materials Neural         cardiac  bone  muscle  

skin/wound Carbon fibersCVD synthesized carbon 

nanofibers: serving as nanofibrous substrates; 

blending within substrates Carbonized carbon 

fibers: serving as fibrous substrates     ; blending 

within substrates  PLGA  PCL  alginate  chitosan  

gelatin  PVA  Fibrous materials        porous 

materials    hydrogels 

Neural cardiac  bone  muscle  

skin/wound 

Carbon fibers CVD synthesized carbon nanofibers: serving as nanofibrous 

substrates; blending within substrates 
Carbonized carbon fibers: serving as fibrous substrates; 

blending within substrates 

PLGA, PCL, alginate, 

chitosan, gelatin, PVA 
Fibrous materials, porous materials, hydrogels  Neural cardiac  bone  muscle  

Gold Chemically synthesized or commercially available AuNPs: 

blending within substrates ; depositing on substrates; 

Chemically synthesized or commercially available AuNRs: 

blending within substrates ; depositing on substrates; 

Chemically synthesized or commercially available AuNWs: 

blending within substrates ; depositing on substrates; 

Electrodeposited Au nanotubes and nanowires; Evaporated or 

sputtered Au: coating Au layers on plates without     or with 

patterns; depositing AuNPs on substrates 

PCL    collagen  chitosan  

gelatin  GelMA     PU  

alginate  silk fibroin  PVA  

albumin  PEG  PLGA  PDMS  

PLLA  BSA 

Films    electrospun fibrous materials     porous 

materials  hydrogels  3D-printed materials 
Neural cardiac  bone  muscle 

Others Other conductive polymers: Polydopamine ; melanin; Other 

Silver ilver materials: AgNPs ; AgNWs; Other metals: 

Platinum; titanium ; zinc; Silicon materials: SiNWs ; Si 

wafers; Metallic compounds: MXene; ITO glass; Black 

phosphorus; Other carbon materials: carbon black; carbonized 

materials ; carbon ink; Ionic-conductive agents: salts    ; Bio-

IL 

PCL  cellulose  GelMA  

chitosan  gelatin  PEG  PLGA  

alginate  PVA  PDMS  

collagen  silk fibroin  PU  

hyaluronic acid  agarose  

PAAm  PLCL 

Films  electrospun fibrous materials  other fibrous 

materials  porous materials    hydrogels 3D-printed 

materials  uncombined nano/micro materials 

Neural cardiac  bone  muscle  

skin/wound 
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1.2.1 Metallic materials 
Metallic materials play a significant role in biomedical applications due to their unique combination of 

mechanical properties, biocompatibility, and corrosion resistance. Gold is known as one of the most 

universally used noble metals thanks to its excellent electrical conductivity (4x107 S/m at 20°C) and 

resistance to oxidation and erosion. Gold nanomaterials, including nanoparticles (AuNPs), nanorods 

(AuNRs), and nanowires (AuNWs), feature well-defined nanostructures and a vast specific surface area. 

They also possess the potential to be functionalized with bioactive substances, which can enhance the 

growth and maturation of excitable cells [113], [114], [115]. Besides gold, some other metals (e.g., silver 

[116], platinum [45], [117], titanium [118] and zinc [119]) have found applications in fabricating 

conductive biomaterials. Silver, another commonly utilized noble metal, has been adopted in biomedical 

fields such as wound treatment and medicine early on, thanks to its antibacterial properties [120]. Silver 

is often used in forms of nanoparticles (AgNPs) and nanowires (AgNWs) prepared by chemically 

reducing Ag+ ions [121], [122]. The incorporation of AgNPs in conductive biomaterials can realize 

excellent antibacterial activity for wound healing applications [122], [123]. 

1.2.2 Carbon-based Materials 

Carbon-based conductive materials encompass a diverse range of substances primarily composed of 

carbon atoms, engineered for their electrical conductivity properties. 

Graphene is a two-dimensional carbon allotrope composed of a single layer of carbon atoms arranged 

in a hexagonal lattice. Graphene nanomaterials (GNMs), encompassing graphene, graphene oxides 

(GO), and reduced graphene oxides (rGO), differentiated by their levels of oxidative groups and defects, 

have garnered significant interest over the past decade. This attention is due to their outstanding 

electrical conductivity, strong mechanical properties, and flexible processability [124], [125]. GNMs 

consist of one to several monolayers of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms (Figure 1.4). Compared to 

CNTs, the flat shape and more exposed surface of GNMs provide them with better biocompatibility and 

Figure 1.4 Schematics of single-

layer graphene (I), few-layers 

graphene (II), and GO (III). 
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biodegradability for TERM applications [126]. GO, the oxidized version of graphene, is produced 

through the chemical oxidation and exfoliation of graphite. While the extensive oxidative groups and 

defects in GO significantly reduce its conductivity compared to graphene, often by several orders of 

magnitude, these characteristics do not notably affect GO's mechanical strength. Additionally, these 

features offer GO several advantages for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (TERM) 

applications, including outstanding hydrophilicity and dispersibility in water, along with high reactivity 

and bioactivity [127], [128],  and capability of loading bioactive agents and nanomaterials [129], [130]. 

These attributes render GO an ideal choice for the development of biomaterials that prioritize enhanced 

mechanical properties and superior biological functionality over optimal conductivity [131], [132]. 

Nevertheless, GO coatings may display limited stability in aqueous environments due to their propensity 

for redispersion. In addition to using GO-based biomaterials, GO is also appealing for its straightforward 

conversion into highly conductive reduced graphene oxide (rGO), which is used to produce rGO-based 

biomaterials. rGO shares many properties with graphene, such as electrical and thermal conductivity, 

hydrophobicity, dispersibility, and color. Despite these similarities, rGO's effectiveness in enhancing the 

conductivity of biomaterials remains inferior to that of graphene, as demonstrated by the measurable 

conductivity of rGO-based biomaterials in both dry and wet states [6]. 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are constructed from hexagonally arranged carbon atoms that are rolled into 

cylindrical structures [133], [134], and exhibit excellent electrical conductivity and mechanical strength 

along their axial direction. CNTs can be classified into single-walled (SW) and multi-walled (MW) 

CNTs (Figure 1.5). The one-dimensional nanostructure and large aspect ratio of CNTs make them 

extremely easy and efficient in contacting with each other and forming conductive networks at low 

concentrations when blended within biomaterials[6]. However, the enhancement on material 

conductivity by CNTs can inevitably influence other properties, such as mechanical properties[135] and 

biodegradability [136]. CNTs can be synthesized through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on 

inorganic substrates to grow massive CNTs with a vertically aligned nanostructure [6]. CNTs tend to 

form bundles and aggregations due to strong van der Waals forces. Frequently used strategies for 

dispersing CNTs include modifying them with functional groups (e.g., carboxyl groups by acid 

Figure 1.5 Schematics of SWCNT and MWCNT 
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treatment[137]) or molecules (e.g., polydopamine (PDA)  [138], poly (ethyleneimine) (PEI) [139], 

gelatin methacrylate [140], DNA [141]), and/or using organic solvents [142] or surfactants [143], [144]. 

Only well-dispersed CNTs can efficiently and controllably form conductive networks within 

biomaterials [6]. 

1.2.3 Conductive Polymers 
A class of polymers possessing unique properties that is finding great success in bioelectronics is 

represented by conductive polymers. In fact, they have the benefit of being mechanically flexible, a 

surface structure that can be easily modified. In contrast to common inorganic conductors and 

semiconductors which are hard materials, with a Young’s modulus of about 100 GPa, conductive 

polymers are soft solids with a Young’s modulus that ranges from 20 kPa to 3 GPa [145]. This softer 

nature has important consequences since it reduces the strain between the tissue and the electronic 

platform. Conducting polymers have been widely employed in electrode-tissue interface as they show 

improvements in terms of both electrical properties and biocompatibility [145]. A conductive polymer 

(CP) is a polymer (large molecules composed of repeating structural units) that possesses the ability to 

conduct electricity. Unlike traditional polymers, CPs have conjugated molecular structures that allow 

for the movement of charge carriers (such as electrons or ions) along their chains. This conductivity can 

be achieved through doping, where the polymer is chemically modified to introduce charge carriers or 

through other means like polymerization conditions. CPs comprise a backbone of alternating double and 

single bonds with overlapping π-orbitals that create a system of delocalized π-electrons [146]. This 

delocalized system can result in electrical conductivity values several orders of magnitude higher than 

insulating polymers [146] (i.e., >10−9 Scm−1) and strong optical absorption in the visible spectrum of 

light [147]. Polyaniline (PANI) and polypyrrole (PPy) represent two of the very first CPs reported to 

exhibit semiconducting properties [1], [2]. Polythiophenes (PTh) and derivatives, including poly(3,4-

ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT), have been extensively employed in various applications, including 

bioelectronics an cell interfacing  in vitro [5] (Figure 1.6). One of the most important properties of CPs 

that makes them increasingly popular for bioelectronic applications is their ability to conduct both ionic 

and electronic currents [150]. When electrically biased in aqueous electrolytes, ions migrate from the 

electrolyte into the bulk of the polymer to compensate for electronic charges [151]. As such, ionic fluxes 

originating from biological activity can directly alter the electronic properties of CPs when in contact 

with cells or tissue [152]. 

Figure 1.6 Structure of most common conductive polymers. 
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Polypyrrole 
PPy is one of the first developed CPs and has found widespread applications in biomedical fields 

attributed to its excellent biocompatibility and easy synthesis [102], [153] . Yet, the brittle nature and 

insolubility of PPy have constrained the processing techniques and functional performance of 

biomaterials based on PPy [6]. Chemically synthesized or commercially available PPy dispersions can 

be blended with other components to fabricate hybrid composites in forms of films [154], [155], fibrous 

materials [60], [156], porous materials [157], [158] or hydrogels [159]. Alternatively, PPy can also be 

incorporated with other hydrophilic molecules during polymerization (e.g., chitosan [160], [161], [162] 

dopamine [163], GelMA [164]) and then fabricated into hybrid composites. 

Polyaniline 
PANi- and OANi-based biomaterials have attracted increasing attention attributed to their excellent 

biocompatibility and electroactivity [165]. Emeraldine salt is the highest conductive and most 

commonly used form of PANi and OANi [6]. Biomaterials based on PANi or OANi exhibit 

responsiveness to both electrical stimuli and pH levels [166] enabling the creation of conductive 

biomaterials with tunable conductivity and the ability to release substances in a controlled manner. The 

natural antibacterial properties of PANi and OANi also make them suitable for applications in wound 

healing [167], [168]. PANi can be formed into pure films [169], or can be applied as coating on substrates 

to create layered composites during its polymerization process [170], [171]. Additionally, it can be 

employed to produce conductive biomaterials featuring surfaces with high conductivity. As an 

alternative, PANi-based hybrid composites can be developed by integrating chemically synthesized 

amorphous PANi nanomaterials into polymeric substrates. [172], [173]. Electro polymerization is also 

feasible in fabricating PANi-based biomaterials [174], [175]. 

Poly 3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene 
Recently, PEDOT has been widely investigated and employed thanks to its high conductivity, 

biocompatibility and versatile fabrication methods [176], [177]. PEDOT is a polythiophene derivative 

composed of chains of 3,4-ethylenedioxytiophene (EDOT) [177].It has been synthesized for the first 

time by F. Jonas, G. Heywang and W. Schmidtberg from the Bayer AG research laboratories (Germany) 

in 1988. It is emerging as the most promising material for its electrical, optical, and mechanical 

properties. In fact, it is a flexible conductive polymer that can reach a conductivity above 1000 S/cm 

and has a transmission above 90% in visible spectrum, moreover PEDOT:PSS is also biocompatible and 

has high chemical and thermal stability. The ionic and electronic conductivity, along with the 

electrochemical stability of PEDOT, render it especially appropriate for coating bioelectrodes. This 

suitability makes it ideal for interfacing with living electroactive tissues, allowing for the long-term 

recording of electrical signals or the application of electrical stimulation [178], [179]. Biomaterials 

coated with PEDOT have the capability to release drugs in response to electrical stimulation, a process 

facilitated by the electrical activation of PEDOT [107]. PEDOT can be synthesized by the 

polymerization of 3,4ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT)  through electro polymerization [40], chemical 
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oxidation (e.g., Fe3+ [180], [181], APS [180], [182]), or vapor-phase polymerization[183]. As many 

undoped polymers, PEDOT presents poor conductivity in its reduced state, while the oxidated states are 

conductive. When doped with polystyrene sulfonate (PSS), PEDOT chain is present in its partially 

oxidized state and shows the aforementioned conductivity, moreover, PEDOT is insoluble in water, 

while PEDOT:PSS is dispersible in it, allowing versatile fabrication techniques, such as solution casting, 

spin coating, ink-jet printing, and screen-printing, enabling fabrication on large-area and with cost-

effectiveness [184], [185]. Anionic dopants, such as PSS [40], [186], pTS [183], [187] and ClO4
− [39], 

[187], are often utilized during polymerization to enhance the structural stability and conductivity of 

PEDOT. Among them, PSS is the most frequently used dopant given its capability in realizing excellent 

stability and water-dispersibility of PEDOT (Figure 1.7).   

The introduction of a hydrophilic PSS also leads to an increase in the ionic conduction of the polymer 

[188]. However, a high concentration of  PSS can lead to less conductive films, due to a decrease in the 

size of the PEDOT particles in the suspension [189]. Some biomolecules (e.g., alginate [190], [191], 

peptides [192], heparin [193], laminin [192]) can also be doped with PEDOT to improve its bio affinity. 

The PEDOT:PSS dispersions can be blended with other components and then fabricated into hybrid 

biomaterials exhibiting homogeneous properties in forms of films [194], [195], [196], hydrogels [84], 

[197], [198], [199], [200], fibrous materials [201], [202], [203] and porous materials [204], [205]. 

PEDOT:PSS dispersions can also be easily coated onto biomaterial substrates through spin-coating 

[206], [207], [208], printing [41], [209] or absorbing [93], [210], to provide a highly conductive surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7 PEDOT:PSS structure. 
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1.3 Macroscopic arrangement of conductive biomaterials 
The components of conductive materials are crucial for their properties (e.g., conductivity, mechanical 

properties, biocompatibility, and biodegradability). The fabrication method can influence these 

properties and can lead to different structural features such as macroscopic and microscopic structures 

spatial distribution of components and anisotropic structural cues [6]. 

1.3.1 Distribution of conductive components 

Based on the spatial arrangement of conductive elements within biomaterials, they can be categorized 

into two types: those with a homogeneous distribution and those with a layered distribution, each 

offering unique benefits for manipulating the properties and functions of the materials. Homogeneous 

biomaterials are typically produced by either mixing conductive elements into the biomaterials or 

synthesizing them in-situ. In contrast, layered biomaterials are usually created by applying conductive 

elements onto the surfaces of biomaterial substrates. In instances where conductive oligomers are block-

copolymerized or grafted onto nonconductive polymers, biomaterials of significantly higher 

homogeneity can be achieved compared to other types of homogeneous conductive biomaterials. This 

superior uniformity is attributed to the low molecular weight of the oligomers. Furthermore, the 

properties of the materials can be finely tuned by adjusting the content of the oligomers. [211], [212], 

[213], [214]. Conductive components can lead to an enhanced material conductivity when their 

concentrations reach a threshold that conductive paths can form within biomaterials [6]. However 

conductive components at high concentrations may influence the mobility of polymer chains [215], or 

influence the crosslinking of substrates [216]. Layered composites offer the ability to precisely design 

which components are exposed to cells while controlling which ones remain completely or partially 

shielded. The orderly arrangement of neural cells in the spinal and peripheral nerves, as well as muscle 

cells in the heart and skeletal muscles, contributes to anisotropic electrical and mechanical 

microenvironments. This includes enhanced conductivity and stronger mechanical properties along the 

direction of alignment [34], [217]. Therefore, developing biomaterials with anisotropic structural, 

mechanical, and electrical properties to mimic these native tissue cues holds promise for regenerating 

neural, cardiac, and muscle tissues with their inherent anisotropic structures and functions [6]. 

Considerable effort has been devoted to creating conductive biomaterials that feature aligned structural 

cues. These cues can direct the orientation of cells in culture, thereby enabling the recreation of tissue 

functionalities that depend on specific alignments. When used in combination with aligned cell growth 

and directional electrical stimulation — delivered through two electrodes in a laboratory setting or via 

directional electrical signal propagation in a living organism — the structural cues and anisotropic 

conductivity of these biomaterials can synergistically mimic the microenvironment found in native 

neural, cardiac, and muscle tissues [6]. Several studies have shown the beneficial impact of integrating 

anisotropic biomaterial conductivity, aligned structural guidance, and directional electrical signal 

propagation on enhancing the regeneration of cardiac and muscle tissues [25], [218], where the 
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directions of these factors need to be matched with the physiological circumstances. The beneficial 

impact of conductive biomaterials on tissue regeneration may stem from their ability to enhance the 

transmission of bioelectric signals or electrical stimulation to cells and tissues. This implies that for 

conductive biomaterials to effectively direct electrical current preferentially through themselves, rather 

than through the culture medium or native tissues, they must possess a conductivity higher than that of 

the culture medium and native tissues, which is in the range of 10-3 to 10-2 S/cm. [219], [220], [221]. 

Materials with conductivity that matches or exceeds that of the culture medium or native tissues can 

effectively facilitate electrical connections between cells and tissues, provided they are sufficiently 

biocompatible to support cell growth. While conductive nanomaterials with a dispersed distribution 

might not form continuous conductive pathways or significantly increase the overall conductivity of 

biomaterials at low concentrations, they still hold the potential to locally connect adjacent cells and 

improve their electrical communication. 

1.3.2 Films 

Solid films of conductive and nonconductive components are another kind of widely employed 

configuration of conductive biomaterials [222], [223]. Conductive films offer several benefits for TERM 

applications, including the simplicity of mass production and the ability to maintain uniformity across 

large areas. They also provide flexibility in designing the number of layers and in the patterned 

distribution of components, making them particularly advantageous for TERM uses (Figure 1.8). The 

density of films is beneficial for the enhancement of material conductivity attributed to relatively linear 

conductive paths [6]. However, films typically have a flat surface, a higher Young's modulus compared 

to soft tissues, and a slower rate of biodegradation compared to biomaterials in other forms. Films can 

be easily prepared by various methods: solution casting and solvent evaporation [212], [223], [224], 

spin coating [194], [225], spraying [123], [226], hot-compressing and laser sintering [227], [228], [229], 

solution molding [216], [230], electro polymerization of CPs on conductive substrates, or chemical 

polymerization of them on substrates, which can lead to a micro structured surface [37], [129], [231], 

Figure 1.8 Schematics of film conductive biomaterials. Left image generated using DALL·E. 
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physical or electrostatic absorption [232], [233], chemical vapor deposition [234], metal sputtering 

[222], conductive ink printing. Hybrid films can exhibit compromised conductivity and biological 

properties, while layered designs of conductive films can bring them with not only highly conductive 

surface, but also some advanced electrical functionalities by coating conductive layers in a patterned 

manner and layering multilayer of nonconductive and conductive components [208], [235]. A CP coated 

on a metal electrode lowers the impedance per unit area by several orders of magnitude[152], due to the 

high volumetric capacitance of CPs[236], [237]. 

1.3.3 Fibrous Materials 

 

Fibrous conductive biomaterials are made up of fibers whose diameters vary from tens of nanometers 

to a few millimeters. These materials can be manufactured in various forms, including individual fibers, 

meshes, membranes, and three-dimensional structures [238]. Conductive fibrous materials display a 

range of material stiffness that falls between that of porous materials and films, owing to their lower 

porosity relative to porous materials and the inherent strength of the fibers. However, their electrical 

conductivity is less than that of porous materials, potentially because the conductive pathways in fibrous 

materials are more complex [6]. Among the different types of fibrous conductive biomaterials, 

electrospinning is the most prevalent method used for their production. This established technique 

allows for the versatile, straightforward, and large-scale creation of fibrous materials, primarily 

Figure 1.9 Schematics of fibrous conductive biomaterials. Top images generated using DALL·E. 
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membranes. It works by electrostatically injecting solutions of polymers that can be electrospun and 

then elongating the jet flow to form nano- to micro-sized fibers [239], [240]. Electrospinning enables 

the fabrication of aligned electrospun fibers that can guide the oriented growth of cells [51], [113] 

(Figure 1.9). Hybrid electrospun conductive biomaterials with compromised conductivity and biological 

properties can be easily fabricated from the solution blending of all components [172], [241]. 

Alternatively, applying a coating of conductive elements onto nonconductive electrospun biomaterials 

is an effective strategy to significantly enhance their conductivity. In this approach, electrospun 

membranes can be treated with conductive materials, ensuring that the surface of every fiber is uniformly 

coated, thereby imbuing the fibrous biomaterials with substantially increased electrical conductivity 

[104], [242]. However, the coated conductive layer may impact the fibrous morphology of electrospun 

substrates to some extent [243], [244]. Wet-spinning can be conducted by injecting solutions of some 

polymers or nanomaterials into coagulation baths, where the injected flow can be coagulated into fibers 

by solvent extraction or chemical reaction [107], [245].The wet-spun fibers used for TERM applications 

often appear as single fibers with diameters of tens to hundreds of microns. Another frequently used 

method is 3D-printing based on mechanically [47], [52] or electro hydrodynamically [201] extruding 

the fluids of polymers or nanomaterials. The 3D-printed fiber can be arranged in highly ordered 

manners, such as aligned fibers [51], [246], meshes [52], [211], membranes [201] and 3D architectures 

[49], [247], where intersecting fibers are often bonded at their junctions. Conductive nanofibrous 

materials fabricated by phase separation have also been employed [43], [248]. Other methods, such as 

hot drawing [249], mechanical-drawing [250], [251], and molding in tubular templates [72], [96], are 

also practical in fabricating conductive fibers. 

1.3.4 Porous Materials 
 Porous materials are characterized by their adjustable porosity, pore size, and pore morphology, making 

them well-suited for cell localization and infiltration. When compared to nonporous materials made 

from the same substances, porous conductive biomaterials offer several benefits. These include a 

Figure 1.10  Schematics of porous conductive biomaterials. Left image generated using 

DALL·E. 
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considerably larger specific surface area, reduced density, greater deformability, a rough surface texture, 

and enhanced permeability (Figure 1.10). The presence of pores can increase the length of conductive 

paths, and thickness of materials, thus leading to relatively low conductivity (10−7 - 10 S/cm) and 

modulus (10−2 - 102 MPa) of porous materials compared to films [6]. Different strategies can be adopted 

to obtain porous materials, the most commonly used is freeze-drying induced formation of pores. Ice 

crystals can spontaneously form within pre-solutions or crosslinked hydrogels to create pores and fix 

the volume of biomaterials, and then easily removed by lyophilizing [22], [62], [252] or thawing [132], 

[164], [253]. With this technique it is possible to control pore dimension and alignment by applying 

controlled temperature gradients thus obtaining anisotropic mechanical properties [254]. Porogen 

leaching is another technique in which removable pore formers such as sugars [46], [58], salts [255] and 

polymers [114], can be blended within pre-solutions, and then leached after the formation of 

biomaterials. Conductive materials based on templates such as foams (e.g., nickel [256] and polymeric 

[161], [257] foams) and tube arrays [171], can be fabricated by depositing a conductive layer onto their 

surface, leading to highly controllable porous structures. The templates can be leached, or kept, in using 

as biomaterials.  Additive (i.e., 3D printing [56], [247]) and subtractive (e.g., punching [258], laser-

etching [259]) manufacturing methods can be used for preparing biomaterials with highly regular pore. 

Incorporating conductive elements into the precursor solutions used to create porous materials, or 

coating the inner surfaces of the pores with conductive components, can endow porous biomaterials 

with improved electrical conductivity, which is advantageous TERM applications. The rough texture 

and microscale pores of these conductive porous biomaterials offer an ideal environment for the 

adhesion and localization of excitable cells. [6]. 

1.3.5 Hydrogels 
Hydrogels are hydrophilic crosslinked polymeric networks with high water content, reversable swelling 

properties, fast degradation and easy processability. Physical and biochemical properties of hydrogels 

largely depend on their compositions, methods used for their polymerization, and their crosslinking 

density [260]. Hydrogels for biomedical applications are designed to resemble the characteristics of 

native extracellular matrix (ECM) and to provide three-dimensional (3D) supports for cellular growth 

and tissue formation [260]. Conductive hydrogels are usually constructed via the incorporation of 

conductive polymers, metal/carbon-based materials, or ionic side groups or salts into elastic 3D hydrogel 

networks[261]. However, phase separation between the conductive additive and the polymer network 

usually causes a reduction of mechanical and conductive stability[261]. Therefore, in order to endow 

conductive hybrid hydrogels with good performance, it is necessary to ensure a stable and strong 

combination between the polymer network and conductive additive [261]. The conductivity of 

conductive hydrogels falls within a relatively limited range, typically from 10-6 to 10-2 S/cm, largely 

because of water's inherent conductivity and its interference with the formation of conductive pathways 

by the conductive elements. This range of conductivity closely mimics that of the host tissues [6]. In 
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addition, the mechanical properties of hydrogels can also be modulated within a biomimetic range 

(mostly 10−4 - 10 MPa of modulus,) comparable to soft tissues by selecting polymeric components and 

controlling moisture content. Conductive hydrogels for biomedical applications can be crafted from 

natural-derived polymers (e.g., collagen [60], gelatin [262], [263], GelMA [264], [265], [266], chitosan 

[267], alginate [41], [84] and bacteria cellulose[54], [268]), synthetic polymers (e.g., PEG [135], [269], 

[270], PVA [116], [271], PAAm [182], [272] and PNIPAAm [273]), conductive nanomaterials (e.g., 

CNTs and GNMs [274], [275]) and conductive polymers(e.g., PEDOT:PSS [197], [198], [276]). The 

enhanced conductivity of hydrogels can be realized by blending conductive components into the pre-

gelation solutions (e.g., dispersed CPs and conductive nanomaterials), or in-situ synthesizing CPs within 

hydrogels [6] (Figure 1.11).   

Conductive polymer-based single network hydrogels are obtained by the direct cross-linking of 

conductive chains to form a 3D network structure by chemical bonding, ionic cross-linking, or physical 

penetration methods[261]. Hydrogels formed directly from conductive polymers usually exhibit high 

conductivity. However, such hydrogels generally exhibit lower stretchability and poor mechanical 

properties [261]. To improve the mechanical properties, the conductive additive is usually introduced 

into the polymer network to prepare conductive hydrogels. The hybrid hydrogels simultaneously exhibit 

superb elasticity, possess a high toughness, and maintain high electrical conductivity [261]. Conductive 

additives are generally pre-dispersed in the polymer precursors for further cross-linking and 

polymerization. The conductivity and mechanical properties of the hydrogels can be regulated by 

adjusting the type and content of the additive [261]. Overall conductive hydrogels represent a promising 

class of materials for tissue engineering, regenerative medicine and bioelectronic interfacing. Their 

resemblance to the physiological environment in terms of 3D structure, water content and mechanical 

properties allows cells and tissue to have a better interfacing reducing risk of inflammation and rejection. 

The adaptability of conductive hydrogels is further enhanced by their ability to incorporate a wide range 

Figure 1.11 Schematics of hydrogel based conductive biomaterials. The image on the right was generated using DALL·E. 
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of natural and synthetic polymers, conductive nanomaterials, and functionalization techniques. This 

adaptability enables the development of application-specific materials. Their easy and mild condition 

processability is a point of strength, allowing to encapsulate living systems (e.g, cells, organoinds) into 

final material without compromising viability. Conductive hydrogels emerge as a versatile and 

promising class of biomaterials representing a significant advancement in the field of biomaterials, 

offering innovative solutions for complex biomedical challenges. 
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1.4 Thesis Project 
In the previous paragraphs, CP-based hydrogels were introduced as promising neuroelectronic 

interfaces, to sense and stimulate cellular behaviour, closing the gap in terms of mechanical an electrical 

mismatch in comparison to metal and silicon-based electrodes. Several challenges are still open in terms 

of matching biological curvature, size, and interface stiffness. Despite the enormous progress in the 

organic bioelectronics field, engineering of 3D patterning of the CPs at micro and nanoscale and the 

combination of biological and physical stimuli and conductivity to better mimic the biological 

environment remains a challenge. 

A common strategy to increase the material/electrode coupling consists in manipulating over different 

length scales material interface with tissues. In fact, topography, and aspect ratio of nano and micro 

structured surfaces can modulate the interaction with cell membrane affecting also intracellular signaling 

[277]. Despite the excellent mechanical features of planar surfaces and their good charge transport 

properties, the large cleft between the cellular membrane and the surface of the electrode affects the 

coupling/ adhesion with cells/tissues and consequently the quality of the recorded signals and the 

stimulation efficiency. Moreover, in in vitro applications, 2D cultures fail to fully recapitulate the tissue 

environment, exhibiting non-optimal structural features due to the planar mechanical constraints which 

differs greatly from the three-dimensionality and dynamicity of native tissues (Figure 1.12) [277]. 

Advanced fabrication strategies have been recently proposed to obtain high-resolution patterning and 

control the 2.5D conductive polymer morphology. For instance, direct photopatterning of PEDOT:PSS 

was demonstrated by a dry process involving the use of photoacid generators and the synthesis of acid 

amplifiers to generate PSS autocatalytically [277]. Despite the remarkable coupling improvements 

brought by patterned 2.5D materials, 3D scaffolds excellent candidates for replicating the complex 

designs of biological tissues. Indeed, inspired by the extracellular matrix (ECM) architecture, 3D 

scaffolds can accommodate cells promoting cell-cell and cell-ECM development and interactions.  

Furthermore, 3D conductive scaffolds ultimately combine the optimal spatial arrangement of cells and 

Figure 1.12 Comparison of traditional flat and 2.5D rigid substrates and 3D soft substrates. 
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ECM to electrical stimulation and sensing. In fact, 3D conductive scaffolds have been developed for 

several applications responding to different tissue engineering demands: in brain field, promoting the 

attachment, proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cell, promising also to trigger cell 

neurogenesis,  while assisting the direction of Schwann cells and increase the proliferation rate in nerve 

regeneration [277]. 

In this context, CPs have been engineered to grant three dimensionality to cellular culture along with a 

high surface area for cell adherence and proliferation as well as electrical conductivity for stimulation 

or sensing. 

Challenges in providing electrical and morphological stimuli via these materials persists. Integration of 

such materials into more complex circuitry requires patterning resolution, flexibility, and control over 

the geometry to be achieved (Figure 1.13). 

 

Photo patterning is a method that enables selective material polymerization under light exposure, 

facilitating the creation of devices with specific geometries and resolutions. Techniques like UV curing, 

mask lithography, stereolithography (SLA), direct laser writing (DLW), and two-photon polymerization 

lithography leverage photopolymerization for this purpose. UV curing is adept at producing large 

structures (several centimeters) with small features quickly, whereas mask lithography offers somewhat 

higher resolutions (around 10µm) with fast production times, though it's restricted to 2D patterns. SLA 

Figure 1.13 Cell-electrode interface requirements. 
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and DLW are versatile, capable of crafting both small and large 3D structures (ranging from hundreds 

of micrometers to several centimeters) with decent resolution, albeit at slower printing speeds. Two-

photon lithography stands out for creating self-supporting 3D structures from millimeters to hundreds 

of nanometers with the finest resolution, but it's a slow, hard-to-scale process, requiring costly 

equipment. Additionally, the materials typically used in this method have drawbacks like poor 

conductivity and high stiffness. Although recent years have seen a few instances of hydrogel printing 

using this technology, most applications suffer from slow processing, the use of photo initiators that are 

neither water-soluble nor readily available commercially [278], [279], [280] . 

The objective of this study is to develop and produce an electroconductive hydrogel capable of achieving 

structures across various length scales that meet the previously mentioned criteria. 

To this aim, an electro conductive hydrogel based on gelatin and PEDOT:PSS is presented in this work. 

Gelatin, modified with methacrylate groups, serves as photo curable material with bioactive features 

and tuneable mechanical properties, while PEDOT:PSS acts as the electro conductive element. The 

obtained blend has been 3D photo-patterned exploiting multiple techniques from drop casting and 

subsequent UV photopolymerization, mask lithography and two-photon-polymerization (2PP) 

lithography reaching patterning at different scale lengths. The degree of methacrylation (DOM) was 

assessed by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR). The resulting 3D structures has been 

characterized by optical microscopy and electrochemical measurements. Finally, biocompatibility 

assays were carried out with neuronal cells. 
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2 Materials and methods 
In this chapter the materials, the protocols and the characterization techniques used in this thesis are 

described. All materials, chemicals and instruments used in this work are listed in A | Appendix A. 

 

2.1 Material synthesis and characterization 
 

2.1.1 Synthesis of gelatin methacryloyl 

In this work, gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) (Figure 2.1) with low, medium and high degree of 

methacryloylation was synthetised accordingly to [281]. Briefly 10g of gelatin were dissolved in 100mL 

of Dulbecco’s modified phosphate buffered saline no calcium, no magnesium (DPBS) at 45°C under 

slow stirring. Then, methacrylic anhydride (MA) was added drop wise to gelatin solution at 0.06 

mg/ggelatin , 0.12 mg/ggelatin , 0.6 mg/ggelatin and the solution was heated at 50°C while stirring vigorously. 

After 3 hours, 200 mL of DPBS were added to the solution to stop the reaction. The solution was then 

centrifugated at 3500g for 4 minutes at RT. After centrifugation a white pellet deposited on the bottom. 

The clear supernatant was collected and dialyzed against deionized water at 40°C for 5 days changing 

dialysis medium twice a day. Finally, the solution was freeze dried for two days. GelMA foam was stored 

at -20°C up to three months. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematics of GelMA synthesis. 
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2.1.2 Proton nuclear magnetic resonance 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is one of the most powerful and widely used 

techniques in chemistry to investigate molecular structures.  Such technique exploits an external 

magnetic field at a certain radiofrequency which interacts with the local magnetic fields around atomic 

nuclei that have a fractional quantum nuclear spin and generate a magnetic moment (e.g., 1H and 13C). 

When the sample is immersed in a magnetic field, the nuclear magnetic moment is aligned to the external 

field in two directions with different energies. If the sample is irradiated with a pulsed radiofrequency, 

the low energy nuclei absorb a quantum energy and reach the high energy ones being in resonance with 

the applied radiation. The decay from the higher energy state produces an induction current, free 

induction decay (FID), containing all the information of resonance frequencies of the nuclei in the time 

domain. The application of a Fourier Transformation produces the conventional NMR spectrum in the 

frequency domain Figure 2.2. The actual resonance frequency of a nucleus also depends on its 

surrounding atoms, thus producing a shift with respect to the nominal resonance frequency of a given 

atom. Thanks to this phenomenon, NMR spectroscopy allows to discriminate individuals atoms within 

a molecule enabling the determination of the overall molecular structure of a compound. 

In this work, 1H-NMR experiments were performed with an Avance III 600 MHz (Bruker) spectrometer, 

operating at 600.0 MHz (1H). The samples were dissolved in 100 mg/ml D2O at 45°C for 30 minutes. 

Chemical shifts refer to the residual water peak (H2O, δ = 4.7 ppm for 1H-NMR). Typical acquisition 

parameters for 1H spectra were: 45°C, 10 s of recycle delay, 12 scans and the excitation sculpting water 

suppression was applied to the pulse program. The phenylalanine signal between 7.25 and 7.6 ppm was 

taken as reference and used to normalize all the spectra, since this peak is proportional to polymer 

concentration. The amount of lysine methylene signal (NH2CH2CH2CH2CH2-) at 3 ppm has been 

Figure 2.2 Schematics of a typical nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer. 
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considered to quantify the number of free -NH2 moieties still present after the reaction with methacrylic 

anhydride. More in detail, these signals (between 3.0 and 3.25 ppm) were integrated in both gelatin and 

GelMA spectra to obtain their area and the DoM of GelMA samples was calculated following Equation 

2.1:  

Equation 2.1 

 𝐷𝑜𝑀 =  (1 −
𝐿𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐴

𝐿𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛
) ∗ 100 

 

2.1.3 GelMA\PEDOT:PSS blend preparation 

For all following experiments GelMA with high DOM was selected. GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 

precursors with 0%wt, 1%wt%, 3%wt and 5%wt PEDOT:PSS where prepared as follows. GelMA 

content was fixed at 10%w/v unless specified. Commercial PEDOT:PSS solution (Clevios PH1000) was 

sonicated at 4°C for 30 minutes and filtered with 0.22 µm hydrophobic syringe filter. Concentration was 

verified after freeze-drying and weighing. Filtered solution was allowed to warm up to RT. 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 1%wt was obtained by dissolving 100 mg of GelMA in 0.9 mL of deionized water 

(DI-H2O) at 45°C for 10 minutes. 30 mg of the photoinitiator lithium phenyl-2,4,6-

trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) were added to the solution. LAP content was fixed at 3%w/v for all 

formulations. After 20 minutes, 0.1 mL of filtered PEDOT:PSS were added dropwise to the solution 

under vigorous stirring at 50°C. After 30 minutes, the solution was centrifuged at 3000g for 2 minutes 

to remove bubbles. Similarly, GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 3%wt and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 5%wt were 

obtained by dissolving GelMA in 0.7mL DI-H2O adding 0.3 mL PEDOT:PSS, and 0.5 mL DI-H2O 

adding 0.5mL PEDOT:PSS, respectively. For bare GelMA hydrogels, GelMA was dissolved in 1 mL of 

DI-H2O. During preparation the mixture was maintained in the dark to avoid exposure to light preventing 

crosslinking. After preparation, the solution was stored into a 4 mL amber vial at 5°C up to two weeks. 

 

2.1.4 Tube inverting test 
Tube inverting test is a simple method used to analyse the sol-gel transition of a solution subjected to a 

gradual temperature change. In this work, “inverse” tube inverting test was carried out to determine how 

PEDOT:PSS concentration influences characteristic physical gelation. To this aim, GelMA 10% and 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS solutions with different PEDOT:PSS concentrations (1%wt, 3%wt and 5%wt) 

were analysed. Solutions were prepared as described in 2.1.3 and 1 mL of each was transferred into a 4 

mL vial. Then the samples were subjected to a controlled temperature change from 37°C, 20°C and 4°C 

and then from 4°C to 20°C and from 4°C to 37°C. At each step, the samples were observed every 2 

minutes and maintained for a total of 20 minutes. The samples were considered as a gel when “no flow” 

was visible with 30 s of tube inversion. 
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2.1.5 Photorheology 
Rheology is the study of the flow and deformation of materials, primarily liquids and soft solids, under 

the influence of applied forces or stresses. The physical principles underlying rheology involve the 

concept of stress and strain. Stress refers to the force applied per unit area, while strain represents the 

resulting deformation or change in shape of the material. Different materials exhibit diverse rheological 

behaviours, including Newtonian fluids, non-Newtonian fluids, viscoelastic materials, and solids. 

Rheological measurements typically involve the application of controlled stresses or strains to a material 

and the observation of its response. Common rheological techniques include rotational and oscillatory 

rheometry, capillary rheometry, and extensional rheometry. These techniques allow to characterize 

various properties of materials, such as viscosity, elasticity, yield stress, and shear modulus, under 

different conditions. Photorheology is a specialized branch of rheology that involves the use of light to 

manipulate and study the rheological properties of materials. In photorheology, photoresponsive 

molecules or materials are incorporated into the sample, allowing for the control of rheological 

properties upon light exposure. Photoresponsive molecules or materials undergo structural changes, 

such as isomerization, cis-trans conversion, or photo-crosslinking, upon exposure to specific 

wavelengths of light. These structural changes can lead to modifications in the rheological behaviour of 

the material, such as changes in viscosity, elasticity, or flow properties. 

In this work, photorheology was performed to investigate photopolymerization kinetics of the UV-cured 

hydrogels. All experiments were performed on a TA instrumets Discovery Hybrid Rheometer HR30 

equipped with a UV curing module in parallel-plate mode (20 mm diameter, 0.2 mm of gap) at 37°C. 

Linear visco-elastic region was identified with a strain sweep test at an oscillatory frequency of 1 Hz. 

Photorheological measurements were performed at the same oscillatory frequency and with 1% of strain. 

The irradiating light (50 mW/cm2 of intensity) was turned on after 60 seconds to allow the stabilization 

of the system before the onset of the photopolymerization. The evolution of the storage modulus (G′) 

during the time was recorded to evaluate the polymerization kinetics. Sol-gel phase transition was 

further evaluated by recording the cross-over points (i.e. time point where G’’/G’ = tan δ = 1).  
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2.2 Fabrication and characterization 
 

2.2.1 Fabrication of GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels at macroscale 

GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels with 1 cm in diameter and 1 mm thickness were obtained 

as follows. The precursor solution prepared in 2.1.3 was heated at 50°C into a water bath for 10 minutes 

until the mixture was fluid. A circular mould in poly-lactic acid (PLA) was placed onto a glass slide 

covered with a plastic film that facilitated the detachment of hydrogels. 80 µL of solution were casted 

into the mould and exposed to UV light (Spectroline® UV-Lamp, E-Serie, 365nm, 4W). After 15 

minutes, the hydrogels were removed from the mould and developed in DI-H2O for 45 minutes at 45°C. 

After development, hydrogels were stored into DI-H2O up to 2 weeks at RT. 

2.2.2 Water uptake  

Water uptake ability of hydrogels influences cell behaviour by affecting different hydrogel properties, 

such as: hydrogel mesh size, which in turn affects hydrogel permeability (gas and nutrient diffusion) 

[282], hydrogel stiffness [283], and electrical properties of conductive hydrogels [284]. In this work, the 

water uptake of hydrogels was evaluated by a gravimetric method. Briefly, after their preparation, 

hydrogels were completely dried overnight at room temperature and weighed (Wdry).  Afterwards, dried 

hydrogels were immersed in 5 ml of DPBS solution per hydrogel at 37 °C for 24 h. At each time point 

(1, 2, 4, 8 and 24 hours), the samples were collected and weighed (Wwet) after carefully removing the 

excess of water. The percentage water uptake was calculated according to Equation 2.2 : 
Equation 2.2 

𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 (%) =  
𝑊𝑤𝑒𝑡 − 𝑊𝑑𝑟𝑦

𝑊𝑑𝑟𝑦
∗ 100 

2.2.3 Electrochemical polymerization of PEDOT:PSS inside GelMA hydrogels 

Two strategies were explored to obtain electropolymerized PEDOT:PSS inside GelMA hydrogels. 

Electro polymerization occurs when a potential that exceeds EDOT oxidation potential, which is 

between 0.8 V and 0.9 V, is applied to an electrolytic solution containing EDOT[186].  The first strategy 

involved the preparation of a GelMA-based hydrogel as in 2.2.1, air-dried for 24 hours and afterwards 

immersed for 48 hours in a water solution containing EDOT (10 mM) and NaPSS (100 mM) under 

moderate stirring. The hydrogels were then placed between two ITO coated glasses and connected to a 

potentiostat (Biologic VSP-300). Electro polymerization was carried out by applying a potential 

difference of 1.1 V. The second strategy consisted of preparing a GelMA precursor solution as indicated 

in 2.1.3 but using as solvent a water solution of EDOT (10 mM) and NaPSS (100 mM) without any pre-

polymerized PEDOT:PSS. Then the blend is photo polymerized as explained in 2.2.1. After photo 

polymerization of GelMA, electro polymerization of PEDOT:PSS was carried out by placing hydrogels 

between two ITO coated glass and applying a potential difference of 1.1 V. 
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2.2.4 Oxidative polymerization of PEDOT:PSS inside GelMA hydrogels 
Oxidative polymerization was investigated to obtain PEDOT:PSS blends within GelMA hydrogel. 

Polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSSH) was stirred in distilled H2O for 30 minutes before the addition of 

EDOT. The reaction mixture was vigorously stirred for 30 minutes. Then 1 mL of the solution was used 

to obtain a precursor solution of 10%w/v GelMA and 3%w/v LAP. The blend was then photo cured as 

explained in 2.2.1. Development was carried out in a solution of Na2S2O8 and Fe2(SO4)3 for 48h in order 

to initiate oxidative polymerization of PEDOT:PSS. 

2.2.5 Impedance Spectroscopy 
The impedance is the opposition of a component of an electrical circuit to alternating current (AC), it is 

composed by the combined effect of resistance and reactance in the circuit, and it is analogous to the 

resistance, which is the opposition of a component to direct current (DC). Quantitatively, the impedance 

of a two-terminal circuit element is the ratio between the complex representation of the sinusoidal 

voltage between its terminals, and the complex representation of the current flowing through it. In 

general, it depends upon the frequency of the applied sinusoidal voltage. Impedance extends the concept 

of resistance to alternating current (AC) circuits, and is described with both magnitude and phase, unlike 

resistance, which is described only with the magnitude. Impedance spectroscopy represents a powerful 

tool to investigate both the rate and the mechanism of charge transfer processes in electrochemical 

systems. Therefore, it is widely used also for the characterization of conducting polymer films and 

membranes. Since an AC is applied, the impedance is defined with two parameters: the total impedance 

Z and the phase shift Φ. Impedance variations are characteristic to the electrical circuit and the material´s 

impedance response is related to the properties of the working electrode and the ohmic resistance 

between the working electrode and the reference. In this work, IS data were recorded using two different 

configurations: a two-electrodes set-up in which two gold coated glass substrate acted as electrodes 

(Figure 2.3) and a three-electrodes set-up in which an ITO coated glass worked as working electrode 

Figure 2.4 Schematic of a three-electrode set-up for IS measurements. 

Figure 2.3 Schematic of a two-electrode set-up for IS measurements. 
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(WE), Ag/AgCl pellet electrode was used as reference electrode (RE) and a platinum wire as counter 

electrode (CE) (Figure 2.4). For the two-electrodes set-up, the distance between the two electrode was 

fixed with a 0.9 mm spacer. A potentiostat/galvanostat (Biologic VSP-300) interfaced with a desktop 

computer, equipped with the EC-Lab software was used to acquire signals. Measurements were 

performed on 10%w/v GelMA hydrogels containing 0%wt, 1%wt, 3%wt and 5%wt PEDOT:PSS at RT 

fabricated as in 2.2.1. The sinusoidal input signal was set to 10 mV by scanning a range of frequencies 

from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz, this range covers the totality of applications in bioelectronic systems.  

 

2.2.6 Substrate cleaning 

Glass coverslips (3 cm, 1 cm and 1.2 cm in diameter and 170 µm in thickness) were soaked into a DI-

H2O solution of Alconox 10g/L and sonicated for 10 minutes at 100% power. The substrates were then 

soaked into DI-H2O and sonicated for 10 minutes at 100% power. After this, the substrates were soaked 

into acetone and sonicated for 10 minutes at 100% power. Finally, the substrated were soaked in 2-

propanol (IPA) and sonicated for 10 minutes at 100% power. In conclusion substrates were dried with 

help of a nitrogen gun. 

 

2.2.7 Silanization of glass substrates 
To improve the adhesion of hydrogels to the glass coverslip, the surface was functionalized with the 

silanization agent 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TMSPMA) accordingly to [285] (Figure 2.5). 

Briefly, after cleaning as described in 2.2.6, the surface was activated with oxygen plasma (2 min, 100 

mW, O2 20 mL/min). Then substrates were submerged into an ethanol (EtOH) solution of TMSPMA 

0.5% v/v and acetic acid (1:10) 3%v/v. After 15 minutes, the substrates were rinsed with IPA and dried 

with a nitrogen gun. The silanized substrates were stored in the dark at RT up to 1 week.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2.5 Schematics of GelMA binding silanized substrate upon light exposure. 
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2.2.8 Contact angle 
When a drop gets into contact with a solid material, it is possible to define a contact line joining all three 

phases: solid, liquid and vapor. In this situation it is possible to define an angle between the tangent to 

the liquid - solid interface and the horizontal plane of the surface, this angle is called contact angle 𝜃𝑌. 

From the physical point of view, it is used to quantify the wettability of a surface because it reflects the 

behaviour of molecular interactions between the three phases: solid, liquid and vapor (Figure 2.6). The 

value of the contact angle that water forms when in contact with a surface is a parameter used to classify 

materials according to their behavior: 

 • 𝜃𝑌 < 90° Hydrophilic behavior: indicates the tendency of some materials to bind with water and 

consequently to retain it on their surface;  

• 𝜃𝑌 > 90° Hydrophobic behavior: indicates the tendency of some materials to repel water on their 

surface;  

• 𝜃𝑌 > 150° Superhydrophobic behavior;  

When the drop reaches its equilibrium position, it is possible to measure its contact angle. 

Contact angle measurements of bare glass coverslip, oxygen plasma activated glass coverslip and  

silanized coverslip were obtained by depositing 2 µL of DI-H2O onto substrates using a Dataphysics 

OCA 20 contact angle measurement system.  

 

2.2.9 Fabrication of GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels at mesoscale 
A custom set up for mask lithography was designed using Solidworks and then 3D printed in PLA using 

an fused deposition 3D printer Anycubic Mega X (Figure 2.7). The mask aligner is composed by a 

sample holder (Figure 2.7, bottom) with a 25.5 cm × 25.5 cm sample housing equipped with a hole for 

easy extraction of substrates. The mask is kept in place by a mask holder (Figure 2.7, middle) that 

precisely align the mask (Figure 2.7, top) to the substrate with the aid of 4 pillars at each corner of the 

sample holder. The mask was fabricated via micro-milling an aluminum foil (0.5 mm thick) (Figure 2.8). 

Different circular holes were designed ranging from 500 µm, 200 µm and 100µm in diameter. The 

Figure 2.6 Schematics of contact angle. 
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distance between the mask and the sample was set to 0.5 mm. The UV source is directly placed on top 

of the mask holder since the housing for the mask matches the dimensions of the lamp. 

  

 

The precursor solution (2.1.3) was heated up to 50°C and spin coated (500 rpm, 30s) onto a preheated 

(70°C) clean (2.2.6) glass slide (25 mm × 25 mm). The substrate was then placed into the custom mask 

aligner and exposed to UV light for 2 min, 5 min and 10 min (Spectroline® UV-Lamp, E-Serie, 365nm, 

4W). After exposure, the substrate was moved to a glass petri dish filled with pre-heated (45°C) DI-H2O 

for 45 minutes for development. This process was carried out into a dark room to avoid unwanted 

exposure of the resist. 

Figure 2.7 Schematic of custom mask aligner. 

Figure 2.8 Mask design. 

2.5cm 
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2.2.10 Fabrication of GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels at microscale: Two photon 

polymerization lithography 

Two-photon polymerization (2PP) lithography is a versatile technology for additive manufacturing of 

2D and 3Dmicro/nanostructures with sub-wavelength resolved features. Recent advancement in laser 

technology has enabled the application of 2PP to realize 3D microstructures in several fields such as bio 

fabrication [278], microelectronics [286], photonics [287], optoelectronics [288], microfluidics [289], 

and plasmonic devices[290]. However, the lack of two-photon polymerizable resins (TPPRs) induces 

bottleneck to the growth of 2PP to its true potential, and hence continuous research efforts are focused 

on developing efficient TPPRs. 2PP relies on two-photon polymerization (2PP) process that involves 

sensitization of photo-initiator (PI) via two-photon excitation (TPE), and subsequent cross-linking of 

monomer/oligomer (polymerizable resin or photoresist), using an intense pulsed laser beam. From a 

materials perspective, the feature size, shape, and resolution of 2PP fabricated microstructures critically 

depend on the choice of the PI, polymerizable resin or photoresist (PR).  

Two photon polymerization (2PP) is enabled by the two-photon absorption (TPA) process in which an 

atom or a molecule can absorb sequentially or simultaneously two photons. During sequential 

absorption, the absorbing molecule reaches its excited state passing through a virtual intermediate state 

with the first photon, the second photon is then absorbed from this state to the excited one; this process 

has a lifetime from 10-9 to 10-4 s. In the simultaneous process, the molecule reaches a virtual state, 

absorbing the first photon, that disappears with the absorption of the second photon to the excited state. 

The virtual state has an estimated lifetime of 10-16 s. 

Polymerization can be activated in photon-sensitive materials by TPA, typically in the presence of a 

photo-initiator capable of absorbing incident light to initiate the radical polymerization process 

described as follows (Figure 2.9): 

Figure 2.9 Reaction mechanism of two photon initiated radical polymerization. 
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where S is the photosensitizer, I is the photoinitiator, M is the monomer, and R∗ is the active radicals. I∗ 

and S∗ represent the excited state of photosensitizer and photoinitiator, hυ is the Planck’s Equation 

energy for each adsorbed photon, and FL is the fluorescent light emitted by the excited state 

photosensitizer, respectively. The laser is focused into the resin and 2PP is triggered only in the focal 

spot volume (Figure 2.10a). The smallest printable 3D volume is termed a voxel, which is analogous to 

a 2D pixel. Moving the laser focus along a trajectory in all three dimensions enables printing of 

structures built from multiple voxels and printed lines. Thus, a typical 2PP fabrication system consists 

of an ultrafast femto-second laser source that emits focused laser beams and a scanning stage that 

controls the focus of the beam within the photo-sensitive materials (Figure 2.10 b).  

 The printing procedure begins with the realization of a 3D CAD design, that is afterwards converted 

into a file containing the process parameters and trajectories using the Describe software (Nanoscribe). 

To set the optimal writing parameters, the first step is the realization of a dose test that consists of an 

array of repeated structures in which the two main parameters are varied: laser power, which is a 

percentage of the maximum power of the laser beam, and the scan speed (μm/s); the overall dose can be 

expressed by Equation 2.3Equation 2.3. 

Equation 2.3 

     𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 =  
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2

𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
 

In this work, 3D photopatterning was performed employing Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT2 

(Nanoscribe). Preliminary dose tests were performed with GelMA 10%w/v and 20%w/v and Irgacure 

2959 0.5%w/v as photoinitiator. A cube with dimensions 10 µm × 10 µm × 10 µm was used as test 

structure. The photoresist was heated up to 50°C for 15min and disposed on a silanized glass coverslip 

(2.2.7) (3 cm diameter). After 45 minutes at RT (gelation time) the printing process started. Laser power 

was varied from 10 mW to 60 mW, scan speed was varied from 100 µm/s to 10 mm/s. Once assessed 

the best dose, an optimization of gelation time was performed, varying the onset printing time after 

dispending the photoresist: 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, 40 min and 50 min. Additionally, a time frame for 

A B 

Figure 2.10 (a) threshold and voxel dimension in function of intensity. (b) schematics of TPL set-up. 
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printing prior to resist degradation was defined by cyclically printing of a cube with fixed LP and SS 

and observing degradation of printed structure while printing. 

Additionally, diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide nanoparticles (TPO NPs) were used as 

photoinitiator due to better light absorption at target wavelength of 390nm (Figure 2.11).  

TPO NPs were dispersed into water at room temperature at 1%w/v concentration. The solution was 

heated up to 45°C prior to dissolve 10% w/v GelMA. Finally 0.3%w/v PEDOT:PSS was added to the 

blend while vigorously stirring. To study the effect of PEDOT:PSS on 2PP a pristine blend without 

PEDOT:PSS was also tested. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Molar extintion coefficient of Irgacure 2959 (dashed line) and TPO NPs (continuous line). Adapted from  [293]. 
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2.3 Biological Tests 

2.3.1 Sterilization of substrates for cell culture 
All substrates (glass coverslips and hydrogels) were sterilized prior to cell culturing by immersion in 

70%v/v EtOH for 30 minutes followed by UV-C exposure for 1 hour. 

2.3.2 Poly-L-Lysine coating of glass substrates 

After cleaning as in 2.2.6 and sterilization as in 2.3.1, glass coverslips were coated with Poly-L-Lysine 

(PLL) by immersion into 500 µL of a 1:100 PLL solution in Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS). After 

1h at RT substrates were rinsed with HBSS three times. Finally, PLL coated substrates were stored in 

sterile conditions at 4°C up to two weeks. 

2.3.3 Live\Dead assay 
Live\Dead assay was performed employing HT22 cells (ATCC, Italy), an immortalized mouse 

hippocampal cell line. Cells were cultured on bare glass coverslip (1 cm in diameter), PLL coated glass 

coverslips (1 cm in diameter), GelMA 10%w/v hydrogel (1 cm diameter, 1 mm thickness) and 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 3%wt hydrogels (1 cm diameter, 1 mm thickness). Hydrogel precursors were 

prepared as explained in 2.1.3 and 2.2.1 using HT-22 cell medium (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle 

Medium/Nutrient Mixture F-12 + Glutamax (DMEM/F-12)(1:1), supplemented with 10%v/v Fetal 

bovine serum (FBS), 1%v/v penicillium streptomyces (PS)) as solvent and developer. All substrates 

were sterilized as explained in 2.3.1. HT-22 cells were seeded onto substrates, placed into a 24-

multiwell, containing 1 mL of medium, at 25000 cells/cm2 and maintained at 37°C, 5% CO2. After two 

days, cells were incubated for 10 min at 37°C, 5% CO2 with 1 mL of a 1 µg/mL Ethidium homodimer 

(EtHD) and 1 µg/mL Calcein acetoxymetyl (Calcein-AM) DPBS solution. After incubation samples 

were transferred into a 3 cm petri dish filled with 3 mL of DPBS and imaged with ZEISS Apotome 2 

equipped with 20× immersion objective. Viable cells ratio was calculated as described in Equation 2.4: 

Equation 2.4 

𝑉𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 (%) =  
𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 + 𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
∗ 100 

2.3.4 MTT Assay 
(3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) (MTT) assay is a method to 

quantitatively assess the proliferation rate of cells. The assay is based on the extracellular reduction of 

MTT by reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) produced in the mitochondria via trans-

plasma membrane electron transport and an electron mediator. Reduction of MTT produces a water-

insoluble formazan which concentration is proportional to the number of alive cells. MTT assay was 

performed on HT22 cells. Cells were cultured on untreated polypropylene 96-well plate, PLL coated 

polypropylene 96-well plate, GelMA 10%w/v hydrogel (0.5 cm diameter, 1 mm thickness) and 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 3%wt hydrogels (0.5 cm diameter, 1 mm thickness). Hydrogel precursors were 
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prepared as explained in 2.1.3 and 2.2.1 using HT-22 cell medium (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle 

Medium/Nutrient Mixture F-12 + Glutamax (DMEM/F-12)(1:1), supplemented with 10%v/v Fetal 

bovine serum (FBS), 1%v/v penicillium streptomyces (PS)) as solvent and developer. All substrates 

were sterilized as explained in 2.3.1. HT-22 cells were seeded onto substrates, placed into a 96-

multiwell, containing 250 mL of medium, at 5000 cells/cm2 and maintained at 37°C, 5% CO2. After 24h 

and 48h of culture, the medium was discarded and replaced with 50 µL of MTT reagent (MTT Assay 

Kit (Cell Proliferation), Abcam) and 100 µL of clear DMEM/F12 (DMEM/F-12, no phenol red, Thermo 

Fisher). After 3h of incubation at 37°C, 5% CO2, 150 µL of MTT developer (MTT Assay Kit (Cell 

Proliferation), Abcam) were added to each well in order to solubilize insoluble formazan. After 1h of 

development at 37°C, 5% CO2, 150 µL of supernatant were transferred into a 96-multiwell and the 

absorbance was assessed by measuring optical density at 590 nm. Proliferation ratio was evaluated 

accordingly to Equation 2.5: 

Equation 2.5 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (%) =  
𝐴𝑏𝑠48ℎ − 𝐴𝑏𝑠24ℎ

𝐴𝑏𝑠24ℎ
∗ 100 

 

Since gelatin can act as active site for redox reaction and PEDOT:PSS is blue in color additional, blank 

samples were used to normalize absorbance respectively for GelMA and GP3. 
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1  GelMA synthesis and characterization  
Gelatin, derived from collagen, inherently supports cell adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation due 

to the presence of cell-binding motifs. Methacrylation retains these beneficial properties while providing 

the additional functionality of crosslinking. 

The synthesis of GelMA involves the modification of gelatin with methacrylate and methacrylamide 

groups. Methacrylate groups are reactive under UV light, especially when a photoinitiator is present 

(Figure 3.1). This allows for the controlled polymerization of GelMA into hydrogels, enabling precise 

control over the hydrogel’s mechanical properties and degradation rates. The degree of 

methacryloylation can be varied to adjust the hydrogel's mechanical strength, porosity, and degradation 

rate.  

 

Figure 3.1 Photo activated free radical polymerization of methacrylates. 

The degree of methacryloylation (DoM) quantifies the extent of this modification and is a critical 

parameter that influences the physical, chemical, and biological properties of the synthesized GelMA. 

1H-NMR analyses allowed to successfully calculate the Degree of methacryloylation of the three 

synthesized GelMAs, reporting varying DoM values for GelMA synthesized with different 

concentrations of methacrylic anhydride (i.e., with 0.06mg/ggelatin, 0.12mg/ggelatin and 0.6mg/ggelatin), 

demonstrating that the amount of methacrylic anhydride directly impacts the degree of modification. 
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 Moreover, comparing 1H-NMR spectra of gelatin and GelMA, the appearance of new peaks in GelMA 

compared to the gelatin control is indicative of successful methacrylation (Figure 3.2Error! Reference s

ource not found.): chemical shifts between 5.75–5.9 and 5.5-5.65 ppm can be ascribed to acrylic protons 

(CH2=C(CH3)CONH) of methacrylamide groups, while the signal at 1.4 ppm corresponds to the methyl 

protons (CH2=C(CH3)CO-) of methacryloyl groups. Lysine methylene signal (NH2CH2CH2CH2CH2-) at 

3.0 ppm decreased in GelMA samples compared to gelatin control because of the reaction of its lateral 

chain with methacrylic anhydride. The degree of methacryloylation of the three synthesized polymers 

resulted to be 40% and 60% and 80%, according to the amount of methacrylic anhydride added during 

the synthesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 1H-NMR spectra of Gelatin and GelMA with increasing DOM, respectively from top to bottom 

GelMA DOM 80% 

GelMA DOM 60% 

GelMA DOM 40% 

Gelatin 
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3.1.1 GelMA\PEDOT:PSS blends  
Obtained blends changed in colour after addition of PEDOT:PSS. Intensity change is related to 

PEDOT:PSS concentration: from a light blue colour for GelMA:PEDOT:PSS 1%wt (GP1) to a dark 

blue colour for GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 5%wt (GP5). The correlation between color intensity and 

PEDOT:PSS concentration suggests that the PEDOT:PSS particles are well-dispersed within the GelMA 

matrix at lower concentrations, but as the concentration increases, the aggregation of PEDOT:PSS 

particles could lead to more pronounced color changes. 

An increase in viscosity was observed during the preparation, after addition of increasing amount of 

PEDOT:PSS, highlighting the enhanced polymer-polymer interactions within the blend, affecting its 

rheological properties. For this reason, in order to easily handling the blend with higher amount of 

PEDOT:PSS, the temperature of blend was increased up to 55°C. Pipette tips were preheated into a 50°C 

water bath. These measures aim to reduce the blend's viscosity temporarily and prevent the gel from 

adhering to surfaces, ensuring more uniform and manageable preparations. 

Precipitation of PEDOT:PSS occurred several times during preparation, especially for 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 3%wt (GP3) and 5%wt blends. This could be related to a decreased water content 

[197], [198], a long exposure to high temperature, which could lead to form PEDOT:PSS aggregates 

[197], and electrostatic interaction between negative PSS- and Arginine’s guanidinium group that has a 

positive charge [197]. Therefore, blends with a higher concentration of PEDOT:PSS were not possible 

to obtain. However, after optimizing mixing time, stable dispersions were possible to obtain in small 

volumes (<3mL). 

To overcome the limitations imposed by PEDOT:PSS precipitation and ensure the preparation of higher 

concentration blends, several strategies could be explored. Enhancing the compatibility between GelMA 

and PEDOT:PSS through chemical modification or the use of compatibilizers could minimize phase 

separation and improve dispersion stability. Additionally, adjusting the pH of the blend or incorporating 

additives that counteract the electrostatic interactions leading to aggregation might prevent precipitation. 

Implementing controlled cooling protocols to gradually reduce the temperature after blending could also 

mitigate the risks of PEDOT:PSS aggregation and precipitation. 

3.1.2 Tube inverting test 
The tube inverting test is a straightforward experimental method that qualitatively assesses the phase 

transition of hydrogels from a liquid (SOL) to a solid (GEL) state and vice versa. In this work a point of 

interest was the influence of PEDOT:PSS concentration on gelation and melting time.  

In Table 2 SOL indicates that the blend is in sol phase and thus flow of the blends was observed, GEL 

indicates that the bland is in gel phase and no flow was observed. When the wording (SOL or GEL) is 

accompanied by a minute mark, the latter indicates the time the blend took to reach that state.  
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The results highlighted in Table 2, illustrating the influence of increasing PEDOT:PSS concentration on 

the gelation and melting times of hydrogel blends, underscore the complex interplay between polymer 

concentration, water content, and polymer-polymer interactions. A decrease in gelation time with higher 

PEDOT:PSS concentration suggests that the presence of more conductive polymer networks within the 

hydrogel matrix facilitates a quicker transition to the gel phase. This can be attributed to the physical 

interaction of PEDOT:PSS, which promotes a more rigid network structure in a shorter time frame. 

On the other hand, the observed increase in melting time with higher PEDOT:PSS concentrations points 

towards a more stable gel phase under thermal stress. This stability can be ascribed to the reduced water 

content and the specific interactions between the polystyrene sulfonate (PSS-) components of 

PEDOT:PSS and GelMA. The PSS- components are likely to form hydrogen bonds or electrostatic 

interactions with GelMA, contributing to a more robust gel network that is less prone to dissolution at 

elevated temperatures. It is also noteworthy that all formulations transitioned to the sol state at 37°C and 

returned to the gel state below 20°C, indicating a reversible thermoresponsive behavior. However, the 

distinct behavior of GelMA and GP1, which revert to the sol state after extended periods at 20°C, versus 

GP3 and GP5 maintaining the gel phase, highlights the role of formulation specifics in dictating the 

stability and reversibility of the gel phase. This could be related to the concentration of GelMA or the 

specific ratios of PEDOT:PSS to GelMA in the blends, suggesting a threshold concentration or ratio is 

necessary to maintain the gel phase under certain conditions. 

Table 2 Gelation and melting times of GelMA, GP1, GP3 and GP5. 

 37°C 20°C 4°C 37°C 4°C 20°C 

GELMA SOL GEL 6’ GEL  SOL 4’ GEL 2’ SOL 20’ 

GELMA\PEDOT:PSS 1% Wt SOL GEL 6’ GEL  SOL 4’ GEL 2’ SOL 20’ 

GELMA\PEDOT:PSS 3% Wt SOL GEL 4’ GEL SOL 6’ GEL 2’ GEL  

GELMA\PEDOT:PSS 5%  Wt SOL GEL 4’ GEL SOL6’ GEL 2’ GEL 
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3.1.3 Photorheology  
The photoactivated cross-linking process of hydrogels, with/without PEDOT:PSS,  was  investigated 

through photo-rheology. The photo-gelation process was monitored by recording the variations in the 

storage modulus (G’) as a function of time. 

Initial study was carried out on the pristine formulation. As shown in Figure 3.3, after an initial 

stabilization time with unchanged G’, G’ increased immediately after irradiation, finally reaching a 

plateau value, suggesting successful photopolymerization for all tested formulations.  

The formulations containing PEDOT:PSS showed a photo-gelation kinetic comparable to that of the 

other doped formulations, but with a higher starting G’. This can be attributed to the intrinsic properties 

of PEDOT:PSS, which, being a conductive polymer, likely enhances the physical entanglements and 

electrostatic interactions within the hydrogel matrix. The presence of PEDOT:PSS facilitates a more 

robust pre-cross-linked structure, owing to the interaction between its sulfonic acid groups and the 

cationic sites on the polymer chains of the hydrogel. This pre-cross-linked network acts as a scaffold 

that contributes to a higher G' at the onset of photo-gelation [197], [291]. Moreover, the comparable 

photo-gelation kinetics between PEDOT:PSS-containing formulations and other doped formulations 

suggest that the incorporation of PEDOT:PSS does not hinder the photopolymerization efficiency. 

Furthermore, the role of molecular interactions in the cross-linking process warrants a deeper 

investigation. The specific interactions between the anionic sulfonic groups of PEDOT:PSS and the 

cationic amino acids on the gelatin backbone highlight the importance of ionic interactions in 

modulating the gelation kinetics and the mechanical properties of the resultant hydrogel. Further studies 

could explore the quantification of these molecular interactions using spectroscopic techniques, such as 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), to elucidate 

the specific bonding mechanisms at play. Additionally, investigating the effects of varying PEDOT:PSS 

concentrations on the gelation kinetics and the final hydrogel properties would provide insights into 

optimizing the formulation for specific applications. 
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Figure 3.3 Photoplymerization kinetics of hydrogels. 
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3.2 GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels characterization 

3.2.1 Water Uptake 
Water uptake percentage of GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels was monitored as a function of 

time by incubating previously dried samples in DPBS (pH 7.4, 37°C). The observed increase in water 

uptake for composite hydrogels, as compared to pure GelMA hydrogels, highlights the impact of 

incorporating PEDOT:PSS particles on the hydrogel's physical and chemical properties. The variations 

in water uptake between the different hydrogel formulations (GP1, GP3, and GP5) suggest that the 

concentration and distribution of PEDOT:PSS within the GelMA matrix play a crucial role in 

modulating the hydrogel's behavior. 

Water uptake can significantly affect the hydrogel's volume, mechanical properties, molecular diffusion 

capabilities, and electrical properties, which are critical factors for biomedical applications, including 

tissue engineering, drug delivery, and biosensors and ultimately to the interaction of hydrogels with 

living cells. 

 In this study, the water uptake was found to increase from 686 ± 20 % for pure GelMA hydrogels to 

736 ± 40 % for GP1, 799 ± 53 % for GP3 and 717 ± 23 % for GP5 respectively after 24 h in DPBS 

(Figure 3.4 a).  All hydrogels reached their maximum after 4h of incubation (Figure 3.4 b), after that 

water uptake slightly changed.  

The reduced degree of crosslinking in the composite hydrogels containing PEDOT:PSS is a pivotal 

factor that likely contributes to their increased water uptake. This phenomenon could be attributed to 

several factors: the incorporation of PEDOT:PSS particles may affect the transparency of the hydrogel 

matrix, reducing the penetration of light that is necessary for the photopolymerization process. This 

reduced light penetration could lead to a less extensive crosslinking network within the hydrogel, 

thereby increasing its porosity and water uptake capacity; the interaction between the radical initiators 

used in the polymerization process and the conjugated polymer chains of PEDOT:PSS could lead to 

premature termination of growing polymer chains or the formation of less effective crosslinks. This 

cross-reactivity could diminish the overall crosslinking density, making the hydrogel more susceptible 

to water absorption; PEDOT:PSS is known for its conductive properties, which arise from its unique 

ionic composition. The presence of these charged species within the hydrogel matrix could promote 

water uptake through electrostatic interactions, further enhancing the hydrogel's ability to swell. 

However a reduced swelling of GP5 in respect to GP3 was observed.  

The observed water uptake characteristics of GelMA/PEDOT:PSS hydrogels underline the complex 

interplay between material composition, structural properties, and functional outcomes. Future studies 

could explore the optimization of PEDOT:PSS concentration and distribution within the hydrogel matrix 
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to balance mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, and biocompatibility, paving the way for 

innovative biomedical devices and therapies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 (a) Water uptake at 24h. (b) Water uptake after 1h, 2h, 4h, 8h and 24h. 

B 

A 
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3.2.2 Electro polymerization of PEDOT:PSS inside GelMA hydrogels 
Electro polymerization of PEDOT:PSS is a common electrochemical synthesis method usually used to 

obtain a thin layer of polymer on a conductive substrate. The deposition of the organic layer enhances 

electrical coupling of inorganic material with biological environment. In a recently published study 

[276] electro polymerization of PEDOT:PSS in patterned GelMA is claimed. Results reported how 

impedance of electrode-PEDOT:PSS-GelMA system is reduced in comparison to bare electrode. To this 

aim electro polymerization of PEDOT:PSS inside GelMA network conducted as explained in section 

2.2.3. Polymerization of PEDOT:PSS was achieved only at the interface between ITO electrode and 

GelMA hydrogel. This result can be due to the low electrical field inside the protein network, not enough 

to obtain polymerization of EDOT. Therefore, polymerization occurred only at the interface, where the 

electrical field is higher. In former study, by comparing the impedance curves of the electrode, electrode-

PEDOT:PSS, electrode-GelMA, and electrode-PEDOT:PSS-GelMA systems, it can be seen that the 

presence of gelatine increases the impedance and the deposition of PEDOT:PSS reduces it. Considering 

the impedance of the electrode-PEDOT:PSS-GelMA system, the reduction of the impedance with 

respect to the bare electrode, and the increase with respect to the electrode-PEDOT:PSS system does 

not justify the fact that a deposition of PEDOT:PSS occurred within the polymer network, but only that 

GelMA increases it . It is reasonable to say that distribution of the electrical field inside hydrogels 

prepared in this study was not enough to trigger polymerization. Further investigation of this behaviour 

is needed to confirm this conclusion. For example, a comparison between impedance of GelMA on bare 

ITO electrodes and GelMA on PEDOT:PSS coated ITO electrodes. 

3.2.3 Oxidative polymerization of PEDOT:PSS inside GelMA hydrogels 

Oxidative polymerization is a type of polymerization process in which monomers undergo 

polymerization through the involvement of oxidative agents. This process typically involves the 

initiation of polymerization through the introduction of oxidizing agents, which facilitate the formation 

of polymer chains from monomer units. The oxidizing agents provide the necessary energy to initiate 

and propagate the polymerization reaction. The process begins with the initiation step, where an 

oxidizing agent, or a combination of oxidizing agents, reacts with the monomer molecules to generate 

radicals or other reactive species. The radicals formed in the initiation step react with monomers causing 

them to undergo polymerization by adding to the monomer units. This step leads to the elongation of 

the polymer chain. The polymerization reaction eventually reaches termination, where the polymer 

chains stop growing. Termination can occur through various mechanisms, such as the recombination of 

radicals or the reaction between radicals and certain species in the reaction mixture.  

In this work, oxidative polymerization within GelMA hydrogels failed. Probably low diffusion of 

oxidizing agents within GelMA network did not permit polymerization to occur. However, not even 

polymerization on surface was observed. Degradation of monomers during UV exposure may occur. 
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3.2.4  Impedance spectroscopy: a comparison between two-electrodes set-up and three-

electrodes set-up 

GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels have been characterized via Impedance spectroscopy as 

described in Chapter 2.2.5. Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) is a powerful technique used to investigate the 

electrical properties of materials by applying an alternating current (AC) and measuring the resultant 

voltage response. In the context of GelMA and GelMA/PEDOT:PSS hydrogels, IS helps in 

understanding how these materials conduct electricity, which is crucial for designing bioelectronic 

devices that interface with biological tissues.  

The choice between a two-electrodes and a three-electrodes setup in IS experiments influences the 

interpretation of the hydrogel's electrical behavior: the Two-Electrodes Setup simulates a capacitive 

system where the hydrogel acts as a dielectric material between two electrode armors. It is particularly 

useful for assessing the bulk properties of the hydrogel, revealing how the material itself contributes to 

electrical impedance. The observed impedance values in this setup provide insights into the hydrogel's 

intrinsic electrical properties, unaffected by external electrolytic environments; the Three-Electrodes 

Setup introduces an electrolyte, allowing for the examination of the hydrogel-electrolyte interface. It 

simulates conditions closer to biological environments, where electrolytes are abundant. The presence 

of an electrolyte significantly reduces the system's impedance, highlighting the interface's role and the 

effects of electrolyte uptake by the hydrogels. 

A difference of one order of magnitude between the two set-up is visible comparing Figure 3.5 and 

Figure 3.6. This is caused by presence of an electrolyte, that as demonstrated in section 3.2.1, is up taken 

by hydrogels in the three electrodes set-up and is concurring to the reduction of the impedance of the 

system.  A clearer distinction of PEDOT:PSS concentration influence  is more visible in absence of an 

electrolyte during measurement (Figure 3.5). But since this material will eventually interface with 

biological environment, which is rich in electrolytes, the three electrodes method might represent more 

faithfully what is happening at the interface. Considering these factors, a configuration with two 

electrodes may be better suited for illustrating the bulk properties of the material, while a setup with 

three electrodes may be more appropriate for examining interfacing properties. 

The possibility to tune the electroconductive properties of GelMA/PEDOT:PSS hydrogels by 

PEDOT:PSS content was thoroughly studied. Since gelatin is a non-conductive material, these results 

show that presence of PEDOT:PSS reduces the impedance of the system (Figure 3.5) demonstrating a 

clear contribution of electronic transport introduced by PEDOT:PSS dispersion in the network. As 

shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, all hydrogels exhibited higher impedance at lower frequencies and 

lower impedance at higher frequencies resembling a resistive and capacitive effect respectively.  

At 1Hz, which is the characteristic heartbeat frequency of an adult human in resting conditions, and 

1kHz, hydrogels containing PEDOT:PSS possessed lower impedance than pristine hydrogels (Figure 
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3.5, Error! Reference source not found.(a),(b),(d)).  In the case of two electrodes set up, hydrogels 

presented impedance of 140  ± 27 kΩ , 140 ± 9 kΩ, 120 ± 9 kΩ, 100 ± 16 kΩ at 1Hz for GelMA ,GP1, 

GP3 and GP5 respectively; at 1000Hz 3,1  ± 0.9 kΩ , 3,1 ± 0.2 kΩ, 2,3 ± 0.2 kΩ, 1,6 ± 0.2 kΩ. In the 

case of three electrodes set up, hydrogels presented impedance of 10,9  ± 0.1 kΩ , 10,8 ± 0.5 kΩ, 11,0 ± 

0.4 kΩ, 12,0 ± 2,5 kΩ at 1Hz for GelMA ,GP1, GP3 and GP5 respectively indicating a not significant 

contribution of PEDOT:PSS; at 1000Hz 93  ± 12 Ω , 86 ± 4 Ω, 76 ± 4 Ω, 62 ± 1 Ω where the effect of 

PEDOT:PSS is more appreciable. Such behaviour at low frequencies is justified by the higher charge 

transport contribute of electrolyte. 

The impedance spectroscopy characterization of GelMA and GelMA/PEDOT:PSS hydrogels underlines 

the importance of experimental setup and material composition in determining their electrical properties. 

The distinction between bulk and interface properties, underscored by the choice of a two-electrodes or 

three-electrodes setup, provides a comprehensive understanding of how these hydrogels behave in 

different environments. Furthermore, the significant role of PEDOT:PSS in enhancing conductivity 

offers promising avenues for developing advanced bioelectronic devices that seamlessly integrate with 

biological systems. 
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Figure 3.5 Impedance spectroscopy of GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS blends with PEDOT:PSS 

concentration from 1%wt to 5%wt measured in sandwich configuration. 

Figure 3.6 Impedance spectroscopy of GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS blends with PEDOT:PSS 

concentration from 1%wt to 5%wt measured in three-electrodes configuration. 
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(d) Impedance measured at 1000 Hz measured in three-electrodes 

configuration. 
(c) Impedance measured at 1 Hz measured in three-

electrodes configuration. 

(a) Impedance measured at 1 Hz measured in sandwich 

configuration. 
(b) Impedance measured at 1000 Hz measured in sandwich 

configuration. 

Figure 3.7 
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3.2.5 Contact angle measurements 
The use of contact angle measurements is a fundamental technique in surface science for assessing the 

wetting behavior of liquids on solid surfaces, which is indicative of surface hydrophilicity or 

hydrophobicity. Contact angle measurements have been carried out as described in Chapter 2.2.7. Figure 

3.8  presents visual evidence of the wetting behavior for each case analyzed, serving as a qualitative 

assessment of the surface treatments. Figure 3.9 summarizes the quantitative data, showing the average 

contact angle for each treatment. In particular, after Oxygen Plasma treatment significantly increased 

the surface's hydrophilicity, to the point where measuring a contact angle was not feasible. Oxygen 

plasma treatment is known to introduce polar functional groups onto the surface, enhancing water 

absorption and reducing the contact angle, often making surfaces super-hydrophilic. In contrast, 

silanization increased the contact angle to 53±9°, indicating a reduction in hydrophilicity. This effect is 

attributed to the methacrylate groups exposed on the surface, which are less polar than the groups 

introduced by oxygen plasma treatment. The baseline measurement for the uncoated surface was 25±2°, 

indicating a relatively hydrophilic surface. Silanization treatment resulted to be crucial for the adhesion 

of gelatin structures on glass substrates both during patterning at mesoscale and macroscale. Future 

research may explore the long-term stability of these treatments, their effects on biocompatibility, and 

their application in complex, multi-material systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.8 .  Images from the contact angle measurements of water droplets on top of different surfaces:(a) bare glass, (b) 

oxygen plasma activated glass, (c) silanized glass. 

A B C 

Figure 3.9 Results for the contact angle measurements for glass, oxygen 

plasma activated glass and silanized glass. 
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3.2.6 Fabrication of GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogels at mesoscale 

The fabrication of microscale circular structures as described in paragraph 2.2.9 involves a delicate 

balance of exposure time, protection from light, and careful development. Each step in the process, from 

the optimization of exposure to prevent overexposure and undesired diffusion, through the meticulous 

shielding of the resist from ambient light to avoid premature polymerization, to the precise timing of 

development to clear away unreacted material, is critical for achieving well-defined and precise 

microstructures. Circular structures with 500µm, 200µm and 100µm diameter were obtained (Figure 

3.10). The optimization of the exposure time to 2 minutes played a pivotal role in this achievement. This 

careful calibration was necessary to avoid overexposure, which could compromise the precision of the 

patterned structures. Overexposure leads to undesirable effects due to the diffusion of light through the 

resist and the consequent propagation of polymerization beyond intended boundaries. Such diffusion 

blurs the edges of the structures, making them indistinct and compromising their definition. The light-

sensitive nature of LAP necessitates stringent control over the exposure conditions. The resist used in 

this process is notably sensitive to visible light, to the extent that even brief unintended exposure to 

daylight can initiate polymerization. This underscores the critical need to cover and protect the resist 

from ambient light throughout the entire process. Failure to adequately shield the resist from daylight 

could result in premature and uncontrolled polymerization, adversely affecting the fidelity and integrity 

of the intended microstructures Following the exposure phase, development time emerges as a crucial 

step to ensure the removal of all unreacted resist, thereby revealing well-defined structures. The 

development process washes away the portions of the resist that did not undergo polymerization, a step 

essential for achieving the precise geometries and dimensions targeted in the fabrication process. The 

optimization of development time is therefore integral not only to the clarity and distinctness of the 

resulting structures but also to their overall quality and utility. 

Figure 3.10 Mesoscale patterned GelMA structures. From left to right 500µm, 

200µm and 100µm. Scale bar 500µm. 
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3.2.7 Two photon polymerization lithography 
In the pursuit of optimizing polymerization conditions, an initial experimental setup was employed 

where the laser power (LP) was varied from 10 mW to 60 mW, alongside adjustments in scan speed 

(SS) from 1 mm/s to 10 mm/s. This range was selected to explore a broad spectrum of energy doses 

delivered to the material. Despite these variations, polymerization failed to occur. This outcome 

suggested that the energy dose, was insufficient for initiating polymerization within the tested 

parameters. To address the lack of polymerization, the parameter space was adjusted to target a higher 

energy density by reducing the scan speed range to 100 µm/s to 900 µm/s while keeping the laser power 

within a range of 30 mW to 60 mW. This adjustment was based on the hypothesis that a slower scan 

speed would allow more energy to be deposited into a given area, potentially overcoming the 

polymerization threshold. The results, as illustrated in Figure 3.11 (a), confirmed that polymerization 

occurred at combinations of higher laser power and lower scan speeds, delineating a high dose region 

conducive for the process. This region represents the optimal conditions where the energy delivered is 

sufficient to trigger polymerization without causing damage to the material. With the high dose region 

identified, a third set of experiments was designed to fine-tune the laser exposure process. By narrowing 

the range of laser power to 45 mW to 60 mW and scan speed to 100 µm/s to 500 µm/s, a more precise 

optimization was aimed at. The optimal dose was determined to be at a laser power of 50 mW and a 

scan speed of 200 µm/s. This specific combination was found to consistently yield stable 

polymerization, indicating a balanced energy input that promotes effective solidification without 

degrading the material.  

Subsequent experiments further explored the impact of different concentrations of GelMA on the 

polymerization process. For resist based on GelMA 20%w/v the minimal gelation time was 30min at 

room temperature and the maximal gelation time was 45 min, after this time bubbling occurred as soon 

the laser started printing. Printing window was only 20min allowing to print only six cubes 10µm x 

10µm x 10µm in dimensions. After this time the resist started to form bubbles during laser exposure 

compromising the printing quality. For resist based on GelMA 10%w/v the minimal gelation time was 

50min at room temperature and the maximal gelation time was 120 min, after this time bubbling 

occurred as soon the laser started printing. The time frame for printing was only 10min allowing to print 

only three cubes 10µm x 10µm x 10µm in dimensions. After this time the resist started to form bubbles 

during laser exposure compromising the printing quality. An additional experiment investigated the 

effect of lowering the temperature by storing the GelMA resists at 4°C. This approach successfully 

reduced the gelation time for both concentrations of GelMA, albeit without extending the printing 

window for the 20%w/v solution. However, for the 10%w/v solution, the printable time frame increased 

to 45 minutes, suggesting that temperature control could be a viable strategy for managing the 

polymerization kinetics and extending the operational window for certain material formulations.  
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TPO NPs notably enhanced the efficiency of printing, particularly when combined with PEDOT:PSS. 

For the GelMA-TPO NPs photoresist, a lower laser power (LP) of 35mW is necessary for initiating 

polymerization, unlike the IG2959-based resist. This adaptation allowed for an increased scanning speed 

(SS) to 10 mm/s (Figure 3.13), facilitating the printing of more structures within a shorter timeframe. 

However, it is crucial to fine-tune the overall exposure dose to accurately fabricate microstructures 

swiftly. With the incorporation of PEDOT:PSS into the GelMA-TPO NPs photoresist, an even lower LP 

of 10mW suffices for polymerization, thereby minimizing heat production and extending the printing 

duration. Remarkably, it was feasible to boost the SS to 20 mm/s while still preserving the integrity of 

the structures (Figure 3.12). Existing studies suggest that PEDOT:PSS could enhance single photon free 

radical polymerization by absorbing UV light and generating free radicals. This process could 

potentially apply to two-photon polymerization, though no concrete evidence exists in literature to date. 

Further research is imperative to elucidate PEDOT:PSS's contribution to two-photon-induced free 

radical polymerization. It was notably achievable to pattern a PEDOT:PSS based resist, thereby enabling 

the controlled deposition of a conductive polymer in three dimensions within a biocompatible 

environment. Further research into the electrical characteristics of these structures is required to 

understand if PEDOT:PSS is stably immobilized and not damaged during exposure. 

These experiments underscore the intricate balance between laser power, scan speed, and material 

properties in achieving successful polymerization two photon based polymerization. The optimal 

conditions identified offer a foundation for further exploration, particularly in adjusting material 

formulations and environmental conditions to enhance print quality and efficiency. Future research 

might delve into the underlying mechanisms of GelMA's response to laser sintering, exploring the role 

of molecular weight, crosslinking density, and other additives in modulating gelation dynamics and 

structural integrity post-printing. 
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Figure 3.11 Dose test performed with GelMA 20%w/v. (a) LP 30mW to 60mW, SS 100µm/s to 900µm/s; (b) LP LP 45mW 

to 60mW, SS 100µm/s to 500µm/s; (c) LP 45mW to 55mW, SS 200µm/s to 400µm/s. Scale bars 10µm. 
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Figure 3.13 Dose test performed with GelMA 10%w/v, TPO NPs 1%w/v. LP 35mW to 50mW, SS 10mm/s to 500µm/s;  

Figure 3.12 Dose test performed with GelMA 10%w/v, TPO NPs 1%w/v, PEDOT:PSS 0.3% w/v. LP 15mW to 20mW, SS 

1mm/s to 20mm/s; 
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3.3 Biological Tests 

3.3.1  Live/Dead assay 
The live/dead assay refers back to a method detailed in Chapter 2.3.3. Live/dead assay involves staining 

cells with a combination of fluorescent dyes that differentiate live cells from dead ones. Live cells are 

stained with a green fluorescent dye (calcein AM) that indicates metabolic activity, while dead cells are 

stained with a red fluorescent dye (ethidium homodimer) that binds to nucleic acids in cells with 

compromised membrane integrity. This method allows for the direct observation and quantification of 

cell viability on different substrates, such as hydrogels with or without the addition of PEDOT:PSS, 

glass, and PLL (poly-L-lysine) coated glass. 

Figure 3.14 shows an exemplary image for each case analyzed, while in Figure 3.15 the resulting average 

live/dead ratio is presented. In all four cases Live/Dead ratio was higher than 99% demonstrating high 

viability of cells seeded on hydrogels both in presence and absence of PEDOT:PSS. This indicates the 

hydrogel's effectiveness as a cell culture medium and suggests that the addition of PEDOT:PSS does not 

negatively impact cell viability.  

Cells on glass and PLL-coated glass showed a more rounded morphology. This could indicate a less 

favorable environment for cell spreading, possibly due to the harder surface or lack of specific cell 

adhesion motifs. The presence of gelatin increased cell spreading and adhesion, attributed to gelatin's 

softer mechanical properties and the presence of the RGD sequence. RGD (arginine-glycine-aspartic 

acid) is a tripeptide that promotes cell adhesion by interacting with cell surface receptors (e.g., integrins). 

This finding underscores the importance of substrate composition and mechanical properties in 

regulating cell behavior. 

The high viability observed across all substrates is promising for biomedical applications, suggesting 

that these materials can support cell growth and maintenance. However, the differences in cell 

morphology highlight how substrate properties can influence cell behavior, which is critical for 

applications where cell shape and function are closely linked.  The softer mechanical properties of 

gelatin and the presence of cell adhesion motifs (RGD sequences) in promoting cell adhesion and 

spreading indicate a potential strategy for designing scaffolds that mimic the natural extracellular matrix, 

enhancing cell-material interactions. 

Future research could explore the long-term effects of these substrates on cell proliferation, 

differentiation, and function. Additionally, investigating the interaction between electrical conductivity 

(in the case of PEDOT:PSS) and cell behavior could open new avenues for developing electrically active 

tissue engineering scaffolds. 
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A B 

D C 

Figure 3.14 Live/Dead assay of HT-22 cells seeded on (a) bare glass, (b) PLL coated glass, (c) GelMA hydrogel and (d) 

GelMA\PEDOT:PSS hydrogel. 

Figure 3.15 Results for the Live/Dead assay for glass, PLL, GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 3%wt substrates. 
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3.3.2 MTT assay 
Proliferation rate within 24h was assessed via MTT assay as explained in paragraph 2.3.4. The increase 

in cell number was obtained by assessing the number of cells after 24h and 48h of culturing on each 

substrate. Results are shown in Figure 3.16. 

Key to this study is the contrast between cells cultured on glass, which serves as the control due to its 

high stiffness and lack of cell-anchoring moieties, and those grown on GelMA and GP3 substrates. 

GelMA and GP3 differ from glass in two critical aspects: they exhibit lower stiffness, and they present 

RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) adhesion sequences to the cells. In addition GP3 substrate contains PEDOT:PSS. 

The results indicated a notable increase in cell proliferation for cells plated on GelMA and GP3 

compared to the control. This is attributable to the combination of reduced substrate stiffness and the 

presence of RGD sequences, which together create a more conducive environment for cell growth. 

Among the substrates tested, cells cultured on GP3 exhibited the highest proliferation rate. This suggests 

that the inclusion of PEDOT:PSS in GP3 not only contributes to the substrate's physical properties but 

also promotes cell proliferation, possibly through additional biochemical signaling or improved 

electrical conductivity, which could affect cellular behaviors. 

Conversely, cells plated on PLL (Poly-L-Lysine) coated glass showed reduced proliferation. This 

observation might be linked to the presence of anchoring moieties (provided by PLL) on a stiff substrate 

(glass). While PLL enhances cell adhesion, the high stiffness of the glass substrate could negate the 

positive effect by providing a less favorable mechanical environment for cell growth. The findings 

underscore the complex interplay between mechanical and biochemical cues in regulating cell 

proliferation, highlighting the potential of engineering substrate properties to control cellular behaviors 

in vitro. 

The study demonstrates that by fine-tuning the stiffness and chemical composition of substrates, it is 

possible to optimize cell growth and function, paving the way for the development of more effective 

biomaterials for various biomedical applications. 
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Figure 3.16 Results for the MTT assay for glass, PLL, GelMA and GelMA\PEDOT:PSS 3%wt substrates. 
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4 Conclusions 
Cell-based in vitro models are increasingly utilized in tissue engineering, drug discovery, and toxicology. 

Bioelectronics, characterized by their bidirectional interfacing capabilities, enable continuous 

monitoring and precise control over biological processes, thereby expanding the applicability of in vitro 

systems in research and therapeutic interventions The integration of microfluidics technology further 

improves the reliability and functionality of in vitro models, aiming to minimize or even obviate the 

need for animal studies in various stages of drug development and toxicological assessments. This shift 

towards more ethical and efficient research methodologies is further supported by the advancements in 

tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, which exploit the beneficial effects of bioelectricity on 

cell and tissue function, including proliferation, differentiation, and overall tissue repair and 

regeneration. 

The development of organic electronic materials, such as conductive polymers and hydrogels, addresses 

the limitations posed by traditional electronic materials in achieving intimate and biocompatible cell-

electrode interfaces. These organic materials offer enhanced signal transduction capabilities within 

three-dimensional biological systems, due to their ability to more closely match the mechanical and 

electrical properties of biological tissues compared to conventional metal and silicon-based electrodes. 

The application of patterned 2.5D and 3D conductive scaffolds, inspired by the natural extracellular 

matrix architecture, provides superior spatial arrangements for electrical stimulation and sensing, 

thereby facilitating complex tissue engineering designs and applications, including neural stem cell 

differentiation and nerve regeneration. 

The project's development of a water-based electro-conductive hydrogel represents a significant 

advancement in the creation of fully organic 3D electrodes for biomedical applications. Control over the 

degree of methacryloylation was obtained allowing to obtain hydrogels with different strength. 

Hydrogels were fabricated at different scale length using different approaches. For macroscale drop 

casting and UV irradiation was employed to obtain hydrogels up to 1cm in diameter and 1mm in 

thickness. At mesoscale, a custom mask aligner set up was employed to obtain hydrogels of 

500µm,200µm and 100µm in diameter. Finally, two photon polymerization was used to obtain cubic 

hydrogels with 10µm side.  The design is based on blend composed of modified gelatin and 

PEDOT:PSS. The conductivity of hydrogels was modulated by changing the ratio of PEDOT:PSS. HT-

22 cells seeded on hydrogels showed high viability demonstrating cytocompatibility of materials. 

 This innovative approach not only underscores the potential of organic materials in developing flexible, 

soft, and conductive electrodes for sensing and stimulation in tissue engineering but also highlights the 

broader applicability of such materials in creating biomedical devices for in vivo applications. 

The proposed approach offers a promising pathway for creating fully organic 3D electrodes for sensing 

and stimulating cells and tissues. Such electrodes could find applications in biomedical devices such as 
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implants, probes, and epidermal devices, where flexible, soft, and conductive materials are essential 

requirements.  Substrates such as PDMS, polyurethane or PEG can be used as flexible and soft substrate 

to be implanted in the body, offering a promising alternative to rigid substrates. Looking forward, the 

continuous evolution of microfluidics and "on-chip" technologies necessitates the integration of sensing 

components to facilitate the standardization and validation of these advanced techniques. This 

integration could pave the way for the development of more sophisticated and miniaturized biomedical 

devices, capable of real-time monitoring and control of biological processes at the cellular and tissue 

levels. As these technologies mature, they promise to revolutionize the fields of drug discovery, 

toxicology, and tissue engineering, moving towards more personalized and precise medical 

interventions. The convergence of bioelectronics, microfluidics, and organic materials science opens 

new horizons for biomedical research and therapeutic applications, marking a significant step forward 

in our ability to understand, interact with, and manipulate biological systems at the molecular level. 
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A | Appendix A 
In this section, a list of materials and chemicals employed in this thesis work is reported, with their 

catalogue and CAS number. The following chemicals has been used without any further purification. 

Chemicals and 

Materials 

Catalog Number CAS Number Vendor 

2-Hydroxy-4′-(2-

hydroxyethoxy)-2-

methylpropiophenone 

410896 106797-53-9 Sigma Aldrich 

2-propanol p.a. 99,8% 1136,1 67-63-0 Chemsolute 

2-propanone 99% 2614,25 67-64-1 Chemsolute 

3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl 

methacrylate 

440159 2530-85-0 Sigma Aldrich 

3,4-

Ethylenedioxythiophene 

(EDOT) 

483028 126213-50-1 Sigma Aldrich 

Alconox -- Hellmanex Z742914 
 

Sigma Aldrich 

Clevios TM PH 1000 
 

155090-83-8 Heraeus 

Dialysis tubing, high 

retention seamless 

cellulose tubing, MWCO 

12400, 99.99% retention 

D0655 
 

Sigma Aldrich 

DPBS, no calcium, no 

magnesium 

14190250 
 

Thermo Fisher 

Filter RC, 0.22 um, d 30 

mm, non sterile 

514-1241 
 

VWR 

Gelatin from bovine skin 

225g Bloom, type B 

G9382 9000-70-8 Sigma Aldrich 

Glass coverslip 30mm 631-1347 
 

VWR 

Iron(iii) sulfate 

hydrate,plant cell culture 

tested, BioReagent 

F0638 15244-10-7 Sigma Aldrich 

ITO Glass Substrates - 

Unpatterned 25x25mm 

(100) 

S2006B1 
 

Ossila B.V. 

Methacrylic anhydride 276682 760-93-0 Sigma Aldrich 

https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/DE/en/search/15244-10-7?focus=products&page=1&perpage=30&sort=relevance&term=15244-10-7&type=cas_number
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Poly-(Sodium-4-

styrenesulfonate) 70 000 

243051 25704-18-1 Sigma-Aldrich 

Sodium persulfate 216232 7775-27-1 Sigma Aldrich 

 

 

 

Item Specification Company 

Plasma oven Plasmaanglege PICO Diener electronic 

Spin Coater WS-650-23B Spin Coater Laurell 

Contact angle measurement 

tool 

OCA 20 Dataphysics 

Potentiostat VSP-300 Biologic 

Ultrasound Bath HC – Series EMMI 40HC EMAG 

NMR spectrometer Avance III™ HD 600 MHz Bruker 

High precision 3D printer Photonic Professional GT2 Nanoscribe 

3D printer Mega X Anycubic 

Microplate reader SpectraMax iD5 Molecular Devices 

Optical slice microscope Apotome2 Zeiss 

UV lamp E-Series Spectroline 

Rheometer Discovery hybrid HR30 TA instruments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/DE/en/search/7775-27-1?focus=products&page=1&perpage=30&sort=relevance&term=7775-27-1&type=cas_number
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